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Foreword

And I have to accept a harder fact
That sometimes knowledge comes with pain.
There is a reason for this experience
And towards larger truths I walk another step,
And I have to know somewhere inside
That there is more learning that I need yet.
The pain will come, the ache is there
And that tear is bound to fall,
But how sad it would be if from my pain
I learnt nothing at all.
And as I walk my journey
My goal I always have to keep in sight,
For as each veil of dark is lifted
I walk closer to the light.

- Rashmi Anand
Survivor, author and activist

I sll remember the day I got my ﬁrst posng as an Assistant Commissioner of Police (ACP) in
March 2000. We had been waing for some me for word on our posngs and I was extremely
disappointed when I ﬁnally heard I was to be ACP at a Crime Against Women (CAW) cell in Delhi.
It felt as though I had been sidetracked from mainstream policing. Lile did I realize the tough
road that lay ahead.
With preconceived noons and barely any knowledge about the issue of domesc violence, I
began dealing with the problem through a purely criminal jusce framework. It didn’t take long
to realize how wrong I was in my approach. As I handled case aer case of emoonal, physical,
and sexual trauma, I realized how the law in itself, as it existed then, oﬀered no soluon at all.
The pain and desperaon of a woman who had no choice but to return to her abusive husband
for lack of parental support, economic dependence, social pressure and emoonal insecurity
was absolutely heart-wrenching. Aided by a masculine police system, most men just got away
with the abuse, especially as the police had no answers around ‘how’ to stop violence within a
home. Also, since the so-called crime was being commied within the conﬁnes of four walls, it
was not regarded as a law and order issue that reﬂected poorly on police performance. Nor was
it a serious concern for the police which was busy ﬁghng more serious oﬀences such as murder
or robbery. A handful of police personnel posted in CAW cells were thus believed to be suﬃcient
to deal with the issue.
Against this backdrop, the enactment of the Protecon of Women against Domesc Violence Act
2005 came as a very welcome step in the right direcon. It provided much hope for change.
Unfortunately however, the Act’s eﬀecveness on the ground has been greatly compromised by
the inadequate provision of resources and infrastructure to eﬀecvely respond to the needs of
vicms. At an instuonal level, there is now an urgent need to improve the implementaon of
this law. It is also crical that responses go beyond just strengthening of the law’s
implementaon. We must tackle domesc violence in a holisc manner by empowering our
women and educang them so that they become economically independent and emoonally
capable. At the same me, eﬀorts to educate both women and men on the issue and its
consequences are needed, to challenge and ulmately change mindsets.
When we talk of domesc violence, somehow the word ‘domesc’ before the word ‘violence’
makes it lose its severity. Yet all of society is aﬀected by the ripple eﬀect that begins behind
closed doors - over half of Indian women have experienced domesc violence, and it is an issue
that cuts across caste, class, religion and geography. It is imperave that we acknowledge the
seriousness of the problem, recognize the issue for all that it is - a crime, a human rights violaon
and a major public health concern - and play our respecve roles as a society striving to address
this epidemic.
To live a life free of fear is a basic human requirement. Confronng and prevenng violence
against women in their own homes then becomes a queson of our fundamental humanity.

S
N l
Suman
Nalva
Addional Deputy Commissioner of Police, Special Branch, Delhi Police
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Greatest
Opportunies
Greatest
Challenges

• 60% women reported a decrease in violence and
discriminaon following a 15 week program with
men and boys
• Nearly 70% of women in India face some form
of domesc violence
• 57% of boys and 53% of girls aged between 15
and 19 believe that wife-beang is acceptable
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• A powerful media campaign can result in up to
5x increase in the number of women reporng
abuse, and their awareness levels of the law and
its entlements

• 66% of women in abusive relaonships remain
silent about their suﬀering

• INR 1,200 crores per annum can enhance the
eﬀecve implementaon of the Protecon of
Women against Domesc Violence Act (PWDVA)

• 75% of Indian women who reported domesc
violence have aempted suicide

• Close to 50 non-proﬁt organizaons in India
have dedicated domesc violence programs
Execuve Summary
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Nearly

70%
of women in India
face some form of
domesc violence

At least 170 million women in India are vicms of domesc violence. Despite this widespread
prevalence domesc violence is not customarily acknowledged and has remained largely invisible.
The social construct of the divide between public and private underlies the hidden nature of
domesc violence against women. The fact that most violence occurs behind closed doors - within
families and inside homes - has contributed to the belief that domesc violence is a private maer.

Impact of Domesc Violence - why should it be No Private Maer?
Domesc violence is a public health problem of epidemic proporons. If not prevented or
addressed, domesc violence tends to connue unabated and may actually intensify, taking on
diﬀerent forms. Besides obvious and grave physical consequences including death or disability,
domesc violence has a profound and lasng impact on the mental health of its vicms - nearly
75% of Indian women who reported domesc violence have aempted to commit suicide.
Children in abusive households also suﬀer, with negave repercussions for their health, educaon
and employment outcomes, in turn perpetuang poverty. Worst of all, they are highly suscepble
to adopng the same behaviors when they grow up - creang an endless cycle of mindless abuse
and deprivaon. For society, domesc violence conclusively impedes development - perpetrators
cost naons fortunes in terms of law enforcement, healthcare, lost labor and general progress in
both social and economic development.

Deconstrucng domesc violence
Domesc violence, also known as ‘inmate partner violence’, is not simply an argument or a
one-oﬀ incident but a paern of coercive controls exercised by one person over another. What
makes domesc violence parcularly complex is that it is generally cyclical and oen inconsistent
in nature, spanning periods of violence and relave calm.
At a societal level, domesc violence has its roots in rigid patriarchal structures, gender roles and
noons of masculinity and male entlement. UNICEF’s recent ‘Global report card on adolescents
2012’ reveals that in India 57% of boys and 53% of girls aged between 15 and 19 believe that wifebeang is acceptable.
How the woman responds to violence is limited by the opons available to her. Various factors
keep her in the abusive relaonship that may include sgma of divorce or separaon, concern for
her children, lack of economic independence, emoonal dependence, misplaced feelings of guilt,
and an abiding hope that the man will change. Lack of support from family and friends also
contribute towards her silence and tolerance. A populaon-based study in India revealed that for
58% of women reporng violence, members of their immediate family (both natal and marital)
were aware of the violence but did nothing to improve the situaon.1 Feared consequences such
as intensiﬁed violence, losing her children, and bringing shame to the family further deter a
woman from seeking instuonal support services.

What has been achieved so far?
Recognizing these unique challenges and following decades of lobbying by women’s rights groups and
other stakeholders, the Protecon of Women against Domesc Violence Act was ﬁnally enacted by the
government in 2005. This landmark, vicm-oriented civil law provides for a coordinated response to
domesc violence, and mandates parcipaon from a comprehensive range of organizaons including
providers of medical services, police, judiciary and social support services.

Non-proﬁt organizaons themselves have been playing a crical role in confronng domesc
violence. Many non-proﬁt organizaons visited and recommended by Dasra have been working
with these stakeholders. For example, to strengthen the implementaon of the law, to improve the
delivery and eﬀecveness of government services, and as funding partners or service delivery arms
of IDAs and foundaons.

Where can further focused acon make a diﬀerence?
Based on Dasra’s advisory commiee and 16 expert interviews, there are four priority areas where
further acon should be focused:
Emphasizing prevenon and early intervenon: Changing atudes that condone violence
against women and intervening early to address the causes of abusive behaviour are absolutely
essenal ingredients of any long-term soluon to domesc violence.
Strengthening implementaon of the Protecon of Women against Domesc Violence Act:
Improving the implementaon of this legislaon requires both state and non-state agencies to
acknowledge and address current deﬁciencies by increasing budget allocaons, providing addional
human resources, and enhancing coordinaon and cooperaon among relevant agencies.
Leveraging the power of the community: Involving local community leaders such as policians,
religious authories, and other formal and informal agencies is vital to ensure long-term support
for all construcve measures taken within communies to reduce violence and address its
associated problems, including eﬀecng permanent changes in underlying atudes.
Building knowledge and evidence: Non-proﬁt organizaons working with exisng or potenal
vicms of violence in India need to know where their limited resources can be most impacul.
The generaon of an evidence base that documents ‘what works’ will provide organizaons the
tools they need to demonstrate successful models for upscale and adopon by government.

Which non-proﬁt intervenons are high impact and scalable?
Currently, eﬀorts by non-proﬁt organizaons to address domesc violence can be framed along
three response mechanisms:
Prevenve intervenons are those that seek to create a gender-equitable environment.
Ameliorave intervenons are services that a woman requires when she ﬁrst seeks formal
assistance such as shelter, legal aid, medical aid, and remedial counseling.
Reconstrucve intervenons are focused on helping a vicm to rebuild her life.
Non-proﬁt intervenons with the highest impact and scale are those that mobilize communies
and engage youth. Other high impact intervenons include leveraging infrastructure within exisng
instuons, legal case management and counseling services, public awareness generaon,
capacity building and sensizaon of stakeholders, and research and advocacy.
Following a comprehensive sector mapping of over 110 non-proﬁt organizaons across India that
address violence against women, Dasra shortlisted and highlighted 13 organizaons that have
innovave and impacul domesc violence programs and represent high potenal investment
opons for funders and sector supporters.

A wide range of organizaons, both public and private, have been involved in tackling domesc
violence in India, including the government and its various agencies, internaonal development
agencies (IDAs), private foundaons and non-proﬁt organizaons. Academic and research
instuons, corporates and media can increasingly play an important role as well.
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High impact non-proﬁt organizaons
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Awareness

Leverage
Exisng
Infrastructure

Legal Case
Management

Counseling
Services

Where can you make the diﬀerence?
Domesc violence is a complex and mul-faceted issue but it is not inevitable. Improved coordinaon,
especially between the government and non-proﬁt organizaons, can make a big diﬀerence. More money
is needed to scale innovave non-proﬁt soluons and secure greater impact. Supporng high impact
non-proﬁt organizaons will help bring about a noceable reducon in domesc violence.
Dasra envisions a society where this private abuse is no longer tolerated; where civil society and
organisaons oﬀer support to vicms and hold the police to account; and where the judiciary punishes the
perpetrators and protects the innocence of future generaons. Domesc violence is not a problem that can
be solved by government alone. Indeed, the progress that has been made thus far would not have been
possible without the reless passion and commitment of social workers, survivors, campaigners and
non-proﬁt organizaons throughout India. Educang ourselves is the ﬁrst step towards supporng the best
possible soluon and ensuring that domesc violence is No Private Maer.
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Chapter 1: Behind closed doors
An overview of domesc violence in India
“The ache for home lives in all of us: the safe place where we can
go as we are and not be quesoned.” 2

gc,cal

has

belt.

Sakina was a child bride, married at the age of 16 to a man 13 years older than her. Just a few days
aer her marriage, she discovered that her husband was having an aﬀair with his aunt. When she
started to ask quesons, the beang started. Inially he would slap her in the face or kick her, but
as me passed he got more violent. He would return home drunk late at night, beat her and then
compel her to behave in bed like the other woman with whom he had illicit relaons. Sakina
suﬀered three sllbirth deliveries, due to her husband having forceful, violent sex with her during
her last trimester. Baered, humiliated and emoonally drained, Sakina ﬁnally conﬁded in her
family who urged her to ﬁnd ways to appease her husband. She managed to escape back to her
parents’ home once but was promptly sent back. On her return, he became even more aggressive,
refusing to give her food and beang her naked so she could not escape again. Unable to bear the
torture, Sakina consumed sleeping pills to end her life. She succeeded on the third aempt. She
3
was 24.

What is domesc violence?
“Behavior adopted by a person to control their vicm that results in physical, sexual
and/or psychological damage, forced isolaon or economic deprivaon, or behavior
that leaves the vicm living in fear. These behaviors are perpetrated by someone
who is known to the vicm.”
- Internaonal Center for Research on Women (ICRW)

Liep.ts rr)
Photo credit: Majlis
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For more than a third of women worldwide, heart-warming senments about home life are empty,
4
unaainable ideals. These women have been denied their basic human right to a violence-free
home and have been subjected to lives of inmidaon, fear and humiliaon at the hands of their
own partners and families. Domesc violence, the least recognized human rights abuse in the
world, is sustained by a culture of silence and denial of the serious consequences of abuse.
Domesc violence, also known as ‘inmate partner violence’, is not simply an argument or a
5
one-oﬀ incident but a paern of coercive controls exercised by one person over another. It
aﬀects a large proporon of the populaon, with the majority of those directly experiencing such
violence being women and the majority perpetrang it being men.
Behind closed doors: An overview of domesc violence in India
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While violence at home is a global issue that occurs in all sengs and across socio-economic,
religious and cultural groups, research shows that women living in poverty are disproporonately
aﬀected by it
Physical Violence
Slapping
Hing
Kicking
Beang

Sexual Violence

Emoonal Abuse

Forced sexual intercourse
Other forms of sexual
coercion

Insults
Constant humiliaon
Inmidaon
Threats of harm
Threats to take children
away

Prevalence of domesc violence in worst aﬀected states (NFHS III, 2005-06)

Controlling Behaviors
Isolaon from family
and friends
Monitoring movements
Restricng access to:
- ﬁnancial resources
- employment
- educaon
- healthcare

Rajasthan: 46%
Uar Pradesh: 42%
Bihar: 59%

So far, the central government has recorded the prevalence of domesc violence only within the
purview of marital relaonships. According to data from the last Naonal Family Health Survey of
2005-06 (NFHS III), nearly 40% of Indian women experience violence - physical, sexual or
emoonal - a ﬁgure that is widely believed to be under-reported. Independent studies conducted
by the Naonal Commission for Women reveal the prevalence to be much higher - between 50%
and 70% (at least 170 million women7) - with the worst aﬀected women aged between 20 and 40
years.8 The NFHS III survey also revealed that 95% of women experiencing violence are subjected
to extreme forms, namely physical and sexual violence
Despite this widespread prevalence domesc violence is not customarily acknowledged and has
remained largely invisible. The social construct of the divide between public and private underlies
the hidden nature of domesc violence against women. The fact that most violence occurs
privately - within families, inside homes, and out of sight - has contributed to the belief that
domesc violence is a private maer. This seclusion coupled with the shame of violence
smulates a culture of silence, making it diﬃcult to obtain an accurate assessment of its extent.

Manipur: 43%

West Bengal: 40%
Madhya Pradesh: 46%

Violence in India kills and disables as many women between the
ages of 15 and 44 years as cancer.
Source: Addressing Domesc Violence in India: An Unﬁnished Agenda (2008). Indian Journal of Community Medicine

Tamil Nadu: 42%

In India domesc violence occurs across states, though its magnitude varies signiﬁcantly. Violence
seems to be most common in Bihar (~60%) followed by Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh (over
45%), and least common in Himachal Pradesh (6%), followed by Jammu and Kashmir and Goa. In
all states, however, physical violence tends to be the most common form of violence reported.

Domesc violence
accounts for

50%
of all reported crimes
against women
in India.

All her married life, Kanaka Thilaka used to hide the bruises on her body with her sari. Early this
year, her husband made sure she could not aﬀord even a strand of camouﬂage. Traumazed by
years of physical abuse, Thilaka confronted her husband, saying that if he didn’t stop, she would
commit suicide. But he mocked her and threw kerosene on her. Today, she’s barely alive and the
scars all over her body cannot be hidden. “My future is gone. All that worries me now are my
children,” she whispers.
Source: India Today, "Brutal Retaliaon." December 7, 1995

Source: Naonal Crime Records Bureau, 2011
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Domesc violence: Tracing the life course

Deconstrucng the reality of domesc violence in India

Prevenon

Tradional gender roles, patriarchal atudes and societal sancon drive the belief that domesc violence is jusﬁed
More than 50% of men and women in India believe that wife beang is jusﬁed

Vulnerable to domesc violence if she has:
• Experienced violence as a child
(3.8x more likely to face violence aer marriage)
• Low levels of educaon
(Educated women are 20-55% less likely to face violence)
• Witnessed violence as a child

Vulnerable to domesc violence if he has:
• Experienced violence as a child
• Low levels of educaon
(40% more likely to perpetrate violence)
• An abusive history
(3x more likely to perpetrate violence)
• A history of alcoholism

Seng the stage
Domesc violence is the result of a combinaon of complex factors at play that put both
perpetrators and vicms of domesc violence at risk of perpetuang such behavior.
At a societal level, domesc violence has its roots in rigid patriarchal structures, gender roles and
noons of masculinity and male entlement. From an early age, tradional gender roles are
endorsed - boys are socialized to believe that they are superior to girls and should dominate their
partners, while girls are condioned to grow up to look aer their marital home and children, and
be obedient and respecul to their husbands.
As well as societal risk factors, there are others at the individual, relaonship and cultural level
that can also determine the likelihood of a girl experiencing abuse aer marriage. Low academic
achievement is an example. Research by the World Health Organizaon (WHO) suggests that
women who report lower levels of educaon (primary or none at all) are 2-5 mes more likely to
experience domesc violence, and men with lower levels of educaon are 40% more likely to
perpetrate violence than their educated peers.11 Other risk factors are listed in the adjoining box.
Within the state of Uar Pradesh, the percentage of men who admit to beang their wives varies from 18% to 45%
across districts.9
What accounts for such signiﬁcant diﬀerences in seemingly similar environments?

Violence begins early, usually in the ﬁrst year and before the birth of children
50-70% (at least 170 million) of women face domesc violence

Individual risk factors10
• Young age
• Witnessing or experiencing violence during childhood
• Low academic achievement

Forms of violence increase and intensify as the relaonship progresses:
physical, emoonal, sexual, and ﬁnancial

• Alcoholism
If she suﬀers abuse early, she is likely to experience it throughout her marriage, with negave
consequences for her health, earning capacity and development of children

Relaonship risk factors
• Gender gap in educaon or employment
• Extramarital relaonships
Cultural risk factors

Reports violence to family and community elders
58% of vicms report that their families know about
the violence but do nothing about it

Amelioraon

Remains silent
66% of vicms remain silent due to shame,
concern for children and honour of the family

Seeks healthcare
50% of vicms reported needing
healthcare during periods of violence

Seeks police intervenon
Only 2% of vicms have ever sought
help from the police

Seeks jusce
A minority of vicms seek legal redress which is
rounely delayed: None of the 14,887 cases registered
in Delhi courts since 2007 have been seled.

Apathy of healthcare providers
and lack of rigorous recording
systems

Patriarchal atudes and
superﬁcial knowledge of domesc
violence, relevant laws

Few convicons; lack of clarity around
terms such as “cruelty”; lack of
documented evidence

Does not receive support

Reconstrucon

Unable to access support
Suicide
75% of vicms who have reported abuse have
aempted suicide

Behind closed doors: An overview of domesc violence in India

• Community sancons for domesc violence
At a macro level, studies from a wide range of sengs show that while domesc violence cuts
across socio-economic groups, women living in poverty are more likely to be aﬀected.12 A
marginalized girl typically grows up in an environment of poverty, dropping out of school between
grades 6 and 8 to shoulder household responsibilies. She rounely witnesses violent incidents
between her parents and in many cases experiences abuse herself. Eventually she takes up a job
as a domesc help or ﬁnds employment in an informal industry at low wages. Having learnt her
domesc dues at an early age and therefore being considered to be prepared for matrimony,
she is oen married between the ages of 15 and 18. She begins her marital life believing that
subordinaon and submission are normal, expected, accepted and even jusﬁed.13 This girl, like
many others in her situaon, is at high risk of experiencing domesc violence.

Receives some support
Seeks longer-term support services
such as vocaonal training, employment
and housing

14

• High rate of neighborhood poverty and unemployment
• Tradional gender norms

Able to rebuild her life

The beginning
For vulnerable women in India, the violence begins almost immediately - in most cases within the
ﬁrst year of marriage and before the birth of any children14. Though marital violence in India is
oen equated with dowry violence, as shown by a mul-household study conducted in Gujarat,
just 1% of women surveyed stated that inadequate dowry precipitated the abuse15. Instead, other
trivial maers tend to serve as triggers for abuse - not obeying the husband, arguing back, not
cooking meals on me or to his taste, enquiring about the husband’s whereabouts or refusing sex.
What makes maers worse is the woman’s belief that such behavior is to be expected, thereby
failing to perceive it as violence in the ﬁrst place. Over 50% of men and an even higher proporon
of women in India agree that wife-beang is jusﬁed if there is at least one “reason” for it.16 The
situaon is further complicated by a common belief that violent acts are an expression of love and
of a desire to help the vicm to become a “beer” person.
Behind closed doors: An overview of domesc violence in India
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Who does she reach out to?

‘‘If it is a great mistake, then the husband is jusﬁed in beang his
wife. Why not? A cow will not be obedient without beangs.”
- Woman interviewed in Tamil Nadu, India

Jusﬁcaons for violence
Men
Women

At least one reason

51%
54%
37%

She shows disrespect for in-laws
29%

She neglects the house or children

26%

She argues with him

41%

35%

Ameliorave services are those that a vicm encounters when she ﬁrst seeks formal assistance.
These include short-term services addressing the immediate and praccal needs of a woman,
such as shelter, legal aid, medical aid, and remedial counseling.

30%

24%
25%

He suspects her of inﬁdelity
13%

She does not cook food properly
8%

She refuses to have sex with him
0%

Reconstrucve programs try to sustain the impact of the ameliorave recourse taken. They
consist of a smaller range of programs that focus on rebuilding the well-being of the woman and
the family by improving livelihoods, self-esteem, and empowerment.

20%

14%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Percentage of Indian men and women aged 15-49 (NFHS-III, 2005-06)

Once inial inhibion has been broken, violence typically tends to increase in frequency and
intensity over me, taking on diﬀerent forms. Apart from being physically baered, the woman
knowingly or unknowingly tends to be subjected to psychological, sexual, ﬁnancial and emoonal
abuse. The husband may use abusive language, force her to return to her parental home,
threaten to abandon or kill her, refuse to provide money to manage the household and even take
out his anger on the children. Oen this behavior occurs outside the bedroom or home.
Considering the social sancon that domesc violence enjoys, husbands tend to use abusive
language and even worse, baer the wife in the presence of their children, extended family or
even the community.
Why does she stay on?
What makes domesc violence parcularly complex is that it is generally cyclical and oen
inconsistent in nature, spanning periods of violence and relave calm.17 A cycle typically begins
with trivial issues that worsen, ulmately leading to a so-called trigger which is then perceived as
the cause of the violent incident. This is usually followed by a period of reconciliaon and denial,
ulmately resulng in a calm phase in which the husband promises never to repeat the violence.
The enre cycle may occur in one day or be spread over weeks, months or even years. The
(temporary) me of reconciliaon aer the violent episode can in part explain why many women
stay in abusive relaonships or do not report the abuse. The generosity of the non-violent period
inspires a false belief that this will be the end of the abuse, which is rarely the case. Not all
relaonships follow this cycle though - many report a constant state of siege with lile relief.
Why does she seek - or not seek - help?
How the woman responds to violence is oen limited by the opons
available to her. Various factors keep her in the abusive relaonship.
Concerns over family honor, preservaon of marital status, fear
of intensiﬁed violence, and misplaced guilt – of feeling responsible for the
violence – oen take precedence over the desire to speak out or ﬁght for
the right to a violence-free life. Further, a lack of economic independence, concern for her children, emoonal dependence, sgma of divorce
or separaon, a lack of support from family and friends, and an abiding
hope that the man will change, contribute towards her silence and tolerance.

In India, two out of three women in abusive
relaonships stay silent about their suﬀering
because of shame and concern for the
husband and family’s honor.
Source: NFHS-III, 2005-06

Oen she will not speak up even aer a lifeme of abuse. It is only aer she starts to recognize
that her husband or partner will not change, or the situaon starts to noceably aﬀect her
children, or when she realizes she has access to external support, that she is driven to speak up.
In most cases, it may take many years before a woman begins to challenge or queson the
violence in her life, and even longer before she seeks help.
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Family and friends
The vicm tends to conﬁde ﬁrst in those closest to her - her parental and marital family, followed
by friends and neighbors within the community. In most cases, family members condone the
man’s violence, asking her to “adjust” and priorize the needs and well-being of the family over
her own safety. A populaon-based study in India revealed that 58% of women reporng violence
said that members of their immediate family (both natal and marital) were aware of the violence
but did nothing to improve the situaon, leading them to feel helpless.18 Feared consequences
such as further violence, losing her children, and bringing shame to the family further deter a
woman from seeking instuonal support for both ameliorave and reconstrucve services.

58% of women reporng violence said that members of their immediate family
(both natal and marital) were aware of the violence but did nothing to improve
the situaon, leading them to feel helpless.
Source: Domesc Violence in India (2000), ICRW

Healthcare systems
In India, nearly 50% of domesc violence vicms reported needing healthcare due to the violence
they experienced, as per a mul-site household study.19 Owing to the fear inslled by their
abusers, vicms do not easily come forward for treatment, leading to a multude of health issues.
However, most vicms come into contact with the health system at some point in their lives,
when they give birth for example, or seek care for their children. As a result, the healthcare
seng is an important place where women undergoing abuse can be idenﬁed, provided with
support and referred if necessary to specialized services.
Unfortunately, studies show that doctors and nurses rarely check for obvious signs of violence or
enquire if a paent is being abused.20 Even when they are convinced that the paent is a vicm of
abuse, they tend to ignore it altogether. This is because either they do not know how to support
the vicm or they do not want to become involved in what they consider a “family maer”.
Police
A vicm approaching the police is oen faced with
“These women usually come in an agitated state of mind.
the same prejudices and deep-rooted patriarchal
Filing a case based on their complaint has oen proved
mindsets prevalent in her family and society.
worrisome, because the same women come back aer a
According to government data, only 2% of vicms
21
day demanding their husband's freedom. Instead, I make
approach the police. It is not uncommon to ﬁnd an
them write a complaint which I keep away and use my
oﬃcial unwilling to register a complaint, and instead
asking a vicm to resolve the issue within the
discreon to understand whether a case needs to be ﬁled.”
conﬁnes of her home. She tends to be heard and
taken seriously only when accompanied by a male
- Inspector at Charminar police staon, Hyderabad
Source: Times of India, March 8, 2012
relave. Even if the case is lodged, the police typically
have a superﬁcial understanding of domesc
violence and its forms, causing them to register most
complaints as dowry oﬀences and overlooking more subtle consideraons involving psychological,
sexual and ﬁnancial violence. Generally, the police aim to mediate soluons in a manner that does
not lead to the breakdown of marital relaons. This tendency is partly dictated by the ground
reality that many vicms may not necessarily wish to terminate their marriages, and partly by the
cultural view that marriage is an inviolable instuon that needs to be preserved.
Behind closed doors: An overview of domesc violence in India
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Shelter and counseling
In the event that the vicm has to leave her marital home, she tends to have limited, if any,
support services. The quality of facilies and services oﬀered as immediate and long-term relief
tend to be very poor. Government shelter homes, oen regarded as shelter for the vicm and her
dependents, usually restrict both the number and age of the dependents as well as the mobility
of residents. Typically, they are strictly policed and are generally not conducive to recovery from
the trauma that vicms experience in an abusive relaonship. It is hardly surprising then that in a
state such as Madhya Pradesh where nearly half the women experience domesc violence, only
112 women accessed the seven shelter homes available, which collecvely oﬀer accomodaon
for up to 370 residents.
State-run psychological and medical services are virtually non-existent. Concerns surrounding a
woman’s fears of further abuse, the dilemmas she might be facing, concern for her children and
her own negave self-image largely go unaddressed. Comprehensive aenon to her needs is not
on the agenda of most of the counseling cells sponsored by the state, nor are there trained
counselors to facilitate this process.
Judiciary
It is extremely challenging for a vicm of violence,
Judge in support of domesc violence?
should she desire, to pursue criminal proceedings
Acvists in the state of Karnataka have submied a
against her husband in a court of law. In fact, this
complaint against Jusce K. Bhakthavatsala who
is a problem not conﬁned to India. Legal aid fees to
reportedly stated in court that it was acceptable for a man
ensure legal representaon at hearings are
to beat his wife as long as he took good care of her.
unrealiscally low leading to alleged corrupon
even amongst those who volunteer their services.
Lawyers say Jusce Bhakthavatsala advised the woman in
Further, a lack of understanding of gender issues,
the case to learn to adjust to life with her husband for the
violence, patriarchy and sexuality by lawyers and
well-being of their children. “Such insensive remarks by
judges oen encourages decisions and outcomes
people of inﬂuence send out the wrong message and
that favor reconciliaon, completely overlooking
strengthen harmful gender norms”, remarked an acvist.
the vicm’s needs and demands. This is reﬂected
in data provided in Parliament by the Ministry of
Source: BBC News, Bangalore, September 6, 2012
Women
and
Child
Development.22 In
2009, approximately 7,800 domesc violence
cases were registered naonwide. However, only
eight people were convicted. The number of registered cases increased considerably in the
following year to over 11,700 but the number of convicons decreased to ﬁve. In 2011, only
three people were convicted.

In 2010 around 11,700 cases of domesc violence were registered across the country.
However, only ﬁve people were convicted.
Source: Deccan Herald, December 5, 2012

The unending cycle
Two thirds of Indian women who suﬀer domesc violence do not report it. Of the one third that
do, only a small minority receive an opportunity to rebuild their lives. For those who do not report
violence and others who are unable to access support services, life is constantly clouded by the
shadow of abuse and exploitaon. Indeed, forms of violence tend to mulply with the length of
the marital relaonship. Contrary to expectaons that violence may subside with age, adult
children, and adjustments, women connue to experience it throughout their married life.

Impact of domesc violence on the vicm and family: Mul-dimensional
and intergeneraonal
Living in a violent relaonship aﬀects a woman beyond just physical injury - the abuse destroys her
sense of security, self-esteem and her ability to parcipate in the world. Studies show that an
abused woman will spend more on healthcare, be less producve and have a reduced earning
capacity. 23 24 25 The development of her children will also be aﬀected.
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Health impact of violence
A growing body of evidence reveals that sharing a life with an abusive partner can have a
profound impact on a woman’s well-being, both immediate and long-term. Moreover, the
inﬂuence of abuse may persist long aer the abuse itself has stopped, resulng in negave
consequences for physical, mental and reproducve health.
Physical health: It is obvious that violence can lead to injuries, ranging from cuts and bruises to
permanent disability and death. Populaon-based studies indicate that 40-70% of all women
who have been physically abused by a partner are injured at some point in their life.27 Injury,
however, is not the only physical outcome of partner abuse. ‘‘Funconal disorders’’ are
common and include various condions that frequently have no idenﬁable medical cause,
such as irritable bowel syndrome, ﬁbromyalgia, and gastro intesnal and chronic pain disorders.
Mental health: It is not surprising that vicms suﬀer more depression, anxiety and phobias
than non-abused women. Similarly, research suggests that women abused by their partners are
at greater risk of suicide. Nearly 75% of Indian women who reported domesc violence have
aempted to commit suicide.28

Nearly

75%

of Indian women who report
domesc violence have
aempted suicide

Photo Credit: www.tuschman.wordpress.com

Source: The Hindu, September 2, 2004

Reproducve health: Women who live with violent partners ﬁnd it diﬃcult to protect
themselves against unwanted pregnancies or sexually transmied infecons. This oen occurs
due to coerced sex or by interfering with the woman’s ability to use contracepves. Researchers
have long assumed that the stress of having many children increases the risk of violence.
However, recent data from parts of Central America suggest there may be an opposite
relaon.29 The onset of violence largely precedes having a large number of children, indicang
that violence may be a risk factor for such an outcome.
Violence not only results in mulple and unwanted pregnancies; it also connues to occur
frequently during pregnancy - thereby increasing the likelihood of aboron, miscarriage,
sllbirth, pre-term delivery and low birth weight; as well as maternal morbidity and mortality. A
study in the states of Tamil Nadu and Uar Pradesh in India found that women who had been
beaten were signiﬁcantly more likely than non-abused women to have experienced an infant
death or pregnancy loss – aboron, miscarriage or sllbirth.30 Domesc violence also accounts
for a substanal but largely unrecognized proporon of maternal mortality ﬁgures.31 A recent
study by WHO of 400 villages and 7 hospitals in Pune, India, found that 16% of all maternal
deaths during pregnancy were the result of inmate partner violence.32

Abused women are subject to twice the risk of miscarriage and four mes the risk
of having a baby that is below average weight, a major cause of infant death in the
developing world.
Source: Addressing domesc violence in India: An unﬁnished agenda (2008). Indian Journal of Community Medicine
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Unfortunately there are no studies that show the direct and indirect cost of domesc violence in
India. However, considering stascs from developed naons such as the United States and
Australia, there is no doubt that the cost of domesc violence to the Indian economy is
extraordinarily high. Domesc violence ulmately prevents an economy from reaching its full
potenal, stunng economic growth, hindering producvity and reinforcing poverty.
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Indirect costs, which include lost earnings and decreased producvity in the workplace. Global
studies consistently show that abused women earn 50-60% less, have lower rates of labor force
entry and poorer job retenon than their non-abused peers. An Australian study esmated the
annual cost of domesc violence to be $8.1 billion.40

United States
41

Economic impact of violence
Given the long-term impact of violence on women’s health, those women who have suﬀered
abuse are more likely to be long-term users of health services, thereby increasing healthcare
costs. On average, vicms experience more operave surgery, visits to doctors and pharmacies,
and hospital stays over their lifeme than non-vicms.33

Prevalance

1 in 4 women
~21 million42

Annual Cost

$12.6 billion43

- From paid work

8.0 million days

Apart from the abusive household, the natal family of the woman may also be economically
aﬀected by violence. Signiﬁcantly, in India, when violence occurs during pregnancy, healthcare
expenses are typically met by the woman’s parents. For one such vicm in Nagpur, expenditure of
INR 20,000 drove her parents into serious debt.34

- From household producvity

5.6 million days

In addion, a study conducted by ICRW in 2000 esmated that both the vicm and the
perpetrator will lose 7-10 days of work each year, due to domesc violence.35 The ﬁndings of this
study, which sought to ascertain the cost of domesc violence at household level, are
summarized below:

1 in 2 women
~170 million
Domesc violence
and rape account for

Annual No. of days lost44

5%

The failure on the part of individuals, communies and governments to speak out and tackle the
issues of domesc violence is tantamount to condoning it. Huge eﬀorts are required, by
governments and communies, to change atudes, hold perpetrators to account, and provide
eﬀecve support services to women aﬀected by domesc violence. By failing to act, communies
and naons play a part in perpetrang it.

of healthy years lost by
women of reproducve
age in developing
countries

Source: World Bank

• Loss from waged work
• Loss of capacity to do household work

INR 759
INR 215

$17
$5

Domesc violence is a burden on numerous sectors of the social system and quietly, yet
dramacally, aﬀects the development of a naon…baerers cost naons fortunes in terms of law
enforcement, healthcare, lost labor and general progress in development. These costs do not only
aﬀect the present generaon; what begins as an assault by one person on another reverberates
through the family and the community into the future.”

• Loss from healthcare expenditure

INR 1085

$25

Source: Zimmerman C. Plates in a Basket will Rale: Domesc Violence in Cambodia, Phnom Penh. Cambodia: The Asia Foundaon; 1994

Total economic cost

INR 2059

$47

Indicave cost to the household of a single incident of domesc
violence in India36 ($ ﬁgures based on exchange rate in 2000)

Intergeneraonal impact of violence
As the primary care giver of the family, the ill health of the mother due to exposure to violence
has a profound adverse impact on the health and well-being of her children. This is in part due to
increased rates of depression and traumac stress amongst abused mothers, and the destrucve
eﬀects of domesc violence on the quality of their parenng capacies.37 As a result, children of
abused mothers typically have lower rates of immunizaon, higher rates of diarrheal disease, and
are more likely to be malnourished and die before the age of ﬁve.38 Further, children exposed to
domesc violence are more likely to experience diﬃcules in school and score lower on
assessments of verbal, motor, and cognive skills.39
The implicaons of children witnessing violence tend to remain with them throughout their adult
life. Global studies suggest that children who witness marital violence in the home are more likely
to consume drugs, commit crimes, aempt suicide or become abusers or vicms themselves,
perpetuang the cycle of violence for the next generaon.

The cost of inacon for India
Increasing evidence from research conducted worldwide shows that domesc violence
signiﬁcantly impedes development, both in terms of the ﬁnancial costs to vicms and the broader
impact on naonal economies.
Generally, there are two types of costs:
Direct costs, which include expenditure on services such as healthcare, welfare, counseling,
legal aid, transportaon and refuge services used by vicms of domesc violence; and
20
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Key takeaways
A shocking 50-70% of women (at least 170 million) in India are vicms of domesc violence.
Domesc violence is a violaon of a woman’s basic human right to life, liberty, and freedom
from violence. Abuse subjects a vicm to a life of constant fear, loss of dignity and serious health
consequences leading to disability or even death.
Living in a violent relaonship aﬀects a woman beyond just physical injury - abuse increases
expenditure on healthcare, decreases a vicm’s producvity and earning capacity, reinforces
gender inequality and negavely aﬀects the development of her children. At a household level,
every incident of abuse costs an Indian household an average of INR 2,000 ($47), enough to
drive a marginalized family into further poverty.
Increasing evidence worldwide shows that domesc violence signiﬁcantly impedes a naon’s
development, aﬀecng businesses, government, and society as a whole - it costs the United
States’ economy $12.6 billion annually.
Domesc violence is not inevitable though. It can be confronted through a concerted and
coordinated mul-stakeholder engagement that funcons at both policy and grassroots levels,
all the way through the prevenon-amelioraon-reconstrucon connuum. As an example, the
healthcare seng is an important place where women undergoing abuse can be idenﬁed,
provided with support and referred if necessary to specialized services.
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INR

1200 cr.

per annum can enhance
the eﬀecve implementaon
of the

PWDVA

Chapter 2: Making the links
Stakeholders involved in tackling domesc violence
A wide range of organizaons, both public and private, are involved in tackling domesc violence
in India, including the government and its various agencies, internaonal development agencies
(IDAs), private foundaons, corporates, the media and researchers. This chapter outlines the
disncve role played by each of these key agencies, highlighng both progress and failures, to
provide donors with the context in which non-proﬁt organizaons are working. It also discusses
the much heralded Protecon of Women against Domesc Violence Act, 2005 (PWDVA) upon
which the police, health services, judiciary, counseling services and shelter homes are required to
act. Many non-proﬁt organizaons visited and recommended by Dasra work with these agencies
– for example, to strengthen the implementaon of the law, to improve the delivery and
eﬀecveness of government services, and as funding partners or service delivery arms of IDAs
and foundaons.
The historic background to domesc violence in India
Historically, the human rights paradigm was largely based on individual civil and polical rights in
public aﬀairs, while oming rights violated in the household. Only in the late 1960s did feminists
begin to ﬁght to extend this discourse to include domesc violence within the sphere of human
rights violaons. By 1979, global advocacy by the women’s movement resulted in the UN
Convenon to Eliminate All Forms of Discriminaon against Women (CEDAW), which mandated
that states take necessary measures to tackle domesc violence. Under this recommendaon, the
state is required to provide adequate resources to support women who are vicms of domesc
violence and need protecon. This encouraged criminal and legislave eﬀorts in India that
resulted in the PWDVA in 2005 – a landmark vicm-oriented civil law which recognizes domesc
violence as a punishable crime and supports the vicm through amelioraon and rehabilitaon.
22
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Developments in India

World Health Organizaon

Glossary:
DV - Domesc Violence
GBV - Gender Based Violence
CEDAW - Convenon to Eliminate All Forms of Discriminaon Against Women
UN - United Naons
VAW - Violence Against Women
IPC - Indian Penal Code
OAS - Organizaon of American States
PWDVA - Protecon of Women from Domesc Violence Act
CSS - Centrally Sponsored Scheme

‘UN Decade of Women‘ - advocacy eﬀorts increase
prominence of issue internaonally with inial focus on DV
and later all forms of GBV

UN adopts CEDAW - described as a bill of
rights for women (raﬁed by 187 of 194
countries as of 2013)

The PWDVA has adopted the WHO’s descripon of domesc violence as a complex medico-legal
and social issue, best addressed through a public health approach. Previous approaches within
the human rights and criminal jusce frameworks have failed to duly recognize domesc violence
as a serious and preventable public health concern. The public health approach seeks to address
this gap by focusing on populaons rather than individuals, and by emphasizing primary prevenon i.e. prevenng violence before it occurs, through a coordinated response from mulple
sectors and stakeholders45.

Public health refers to all organized measures (whether public or private) to prevent
disease, promote health, and prolong life among the populaon as a whole. Its
acvies aim to provide condions in which people can be healthy and focus on
enre populaons, not on individual paents or diseases.

UN Secretary General
releases in depth study on
all forms of VAW - ﬁrst
comprehensive report

UN declares 25 Nov the
Internaonal Day for
Eliminaon of VAW
UN Declaraon on
Eliminaon of VAW

Beijing Declaraon and
Plaorm for Acon (UN
idenﬁes areas of acon for
governments to address VAW
and girls)

Council of Europe adopts
Convenon on Prevenng
and Combang VAW and DV

2012
2010 2011
1975

1979

1980

1983

1985

1986

1990

1993

1994 1995 1996

1999

2000

2005 2006 2008

Dra 12th plan menons a
CSS for assistance to states on
implementaon of PWDVA
Parliament passes
PWDVA in India
UN establishes
Trust Fund to
end VAW
IPC 304B
covering Dowry
related deaths
IPC 498A
covering ‘Cruelty by
husband or relave’

New Women’s Movement in India starts shaping
itself in the 1980s fundamentally centered on the
issue of VAW

OAS adopts Inter-American Convenon
on the Prevenon, Punishment and
Eradicaon of VAW

UN launches UNiTE to
End VAW campaign

Key global and Indian milestones in the eﬀort to address domesc violence

The role of government
It is generally agreed that the most important single funcon of government is to secure the
rights and freedoms of individual cizens.46 Domesc violence is one of the most pervasive human
rights violaons in the world. It is naturally incumbent on the government – especially in a liberal
democracy like India – to play the biggest role in promong and protecng the rights of those who
have been violated. Through eﬀecve legislaon, eﬃcient law enforcement and a fair judiciary,
the government can create a zero tolerance environment for domesc violence. It can also
advance policies that help prevent such violence from occurring in the ﬁrst place. This can be
achieved by encouraging, and where necessary, requiring various parts of the socio-economic
system such as educaon, healthcare and the media, to concert and coordinate their eﬀorts on
domesc violence prevenon.
The Ministry of Women and Child Development is the nodal agency responsible for enactment of
the PWDVA in India, while the Department of Women and Child Development or Department of
Social Welfare is responsible for allocang budgets, infrastructure and protocols to implement
the law at the state level.47
What is the PWDVA?
As a civil law, the PWDVA is designed to be vicm-oriented. It
Dasra’s workshop with praconers highlighted
diﬀers from the criminal law in that it is not focused on punishing
that the PWDVA necessitates collaboraon
perpetrators through imprisonment or ﬁnes. Instead, it seeks to
across mulple stakeholders to facilitate jusce
empower women – rather than the police – to take acon; and
and relief to vicms of domesc violence.
confers on vicms various legal and civil remedies. Examples
include protecon orders (which are similar to injuncons or
restraining orders), residence orders (which are used to prevent
a woman from being evicted from a shared household), monetary relief (for medical expenses,
loss of earnings, damage to property), and custody orders (which grant a woman temporary
custody of her children). Enes that form the system of response established by this law are
known as ‘PWDVA agencies’. The principal ﬁgure is the protecon oﬃcer, who is expected to be
appointed by the state government, while stakeholders such as medical facilies, shelter homes,
police, lawyers, legal and other service providers, and magistrates comprise its support structure.
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Role of the PWDVA actors

Experts consulted by Dasra agree that the PWDVA is progressive on paper and long overdue.
However there are several crical gaps in the implementaon of the law on the ground, which
include:

Central Government
Role: The Ministry of Women and Child Development (MWCD) at the Centre is the nodal
agency responsible for enactment of the PWDVA in India
• Lack of budgetary support to the states – annual requirement for implementaon of the
PWDVA is INR ~1200 crores; the Centre budgeted only INR 68 crores in 2013-14

State Government
Role: The Department of Women and Child Development and Department of Social Welfare
are responsible for implementaon of the PWDVA, providing enabling infrastructure and
personnel, allocang dedicated budgets, establishing coordinaon and monitoring commiees
• Only 14 out of 28 states have separate budgets for the implementaon of PWDVA so far
• Outlays vary from INR 2.3 lakhs in Meghalaya to INR 7.2 crores in Karnataka
• Some high incidence states such as Bihar (59%), Rajasthan (46%) and Uar
Pradesh (42%) have no plans yet to implement the Act

Protecon Oﬃcer
Role: The key point of contact for a domesc violence vicm, required to coordinate with
other PWDVA agencies so as to facilitate a vicm’s access to support services

Inadequate infrastructure and resources to provide immediate relief to vicms. Financial
support during the period between a woman accessing the law and securing a maintenance
order is a praccal necessity that is not being addressed. The lack of trained counselors remains
a severe issue, as well as the dearth of shelter homes for vicms of domesc violence. India’s
meager 260 Swadhar homes and exisng short-stay homes are unable to address the needs of
women who have escaped from violence.
Inadequate capacity building, training and sensizaon of stakeholders, including the police,
protecon oﬃcers, service providers, lawyers and judges. In a number of states, the extent and
nature of training provided is grossly inadequate and needs to be sustained over a longer period
of me.
Under-ulizaon of the law by vicms. Vicms are reluctant to use the law, due to poor
awareness of the entlements it provides.
Lack of mechanisms to ensure accountability and proper funconing. There is no mechanism
yet, within the government, through which the operaon of the PWDVA may be reported and
monitored. This impacts every aspect of its implementaon, including awareness generaon,
capacity building, enforcement, and breach of orders.
Inadequate coordinaon between diﬀerent agencies under the PWDVA is a crical issue
given the mul-sectoral nature of the problem. Most states do not yet have coordinaon
commiees, though these have been recommended for beer implementaon of the Act.
States so far have been free to implement the law as they deem ﬁt, which explains the signiﬁcant
variaons in progress made. It is therefore crical that the central government signals a posive
commitment and provides adequate budgetary support for more eﬀecve implementaon of the
PWDVA. The state governments must in turn ensure coordinaon amongst agencies and eﬀecve
ulizaon of budgets. Dedicated eﬀorts at both naonal and state levels are required for the
PWDVA to have real eﬀect on how vicms are treated.

• Only 7 states have independent Protecon Oﬃcers so far

Medical Facilies

Police

One of the ﬁrst points of entry into
the formal jusce system
• Patriarchal atudes
• Unaware about PWDVA
• Lack of role clarity

Shelter Homes

Authorized to record domesc
incidence reports (DIRs) and dutybound to provide medical care
to vicms
• Only 21 states and union territories
have noﬁed medical facilies
• Absence of standardized protocols
for screening and reporng

Judiciary

Service Providers

Under the Act, proceedings must be
completed by courts within 60 days
• None of the 15,000 cases ﬁled in
Delhi courts in the last 5 years have
been adjudicated within 60 days

The Act provides for the registraon of
non-proﬁt organizaons as service providers
• Only 15 states and UTs have noﬁed
service providers
• Lack of investment by the state deters
non-proﬁt organizaons from registering

• Absence of coordinaon commiees
• Inadequate sensizaon of stakeholders
• Lack of monitoring and evaluaon
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The Act provides for registraon of
non-proﬁt organizaons or
government run shelter homes
• 260 Swadhar homes and exisng
short-stay homes are too few to
address needs
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The role of internaonal development agencies (IDAs) and private foundaons
Domesc violence is a pressing global issue and largely supported by several internaonal
development agencies – mullateral and bilateral bodies, internaonal NGOs and private
foundaons. In India, six instuons have been at the forefront of iniang and maintaining
momentum against domesc violence - UN Women, USAID, Ford Foundaon, Oxfam, Asia
Foundaon and Oak Foundaon. Collecvely, this stakeholder group has been instrumental in
kick-starng the movement against domesc violence, providing policy guidance to the
government, running campaigns and supporng innovave (now well-established) models,
including special cells in police staons and crisis centers in hospitals. This group also supports the
sector by providing funds for a wide range of non-proﬁt acvies, to be discussed in Chapter IV.
Unfortunately however, domesc violence remains an under-funded issue. More money is
needed for new and innovave soluons, exisng funds must be pooled to secure greater impact,
and funds must be built in for monitoring and evaluaon, to address current gaps in knowledge
and impact assessment. Appendix I provides more detailed informaon on the work of these IDAs
and private foundaons.
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Case
Study

How are bilateral aid agencies tackling domesc violence?
USAID’s domesc violence-related eﬀorts in India
“It is me for all of us to assume our responsibility to go beyond condemning this behavior, to
taking concrete steps to end it, to make it sociably unacceptable, to recognize it is not cultural, it
is criminal.” – Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton
USAID, a key supporter of this report, is focused on prevenng and responding to domesc
violence globally, viewing it as a public health concern that requires a mul-sectoral response. In
India, USAID has played a fundamental role in enabling some of the ﬁrst research studies on
domesc violence in India by ICRW (1998-2004). Seven research studies were completed during
the grant period – four examined the links between masculinity and violence against women,
whilst three invesgated the impact and features of community level responses to violence
against women. These were widely disseminated through workshops and media campaigns and
became crical to lobbying eﬀorts for eﬀecve legislaon on domesc violence. Experts
consulted by Dasra commented that praconers connue to use these research studies,
regarding them both as useful tools to support advocacy eﬀorts and as a basis for designing their
domesc violence services.

The role of corporates
Unfortunately there is no data available to quanfy the extent of corporate funding of the
domesc violence non-proﬁt sector. However, from an analysis of non-proﬁt budgets and
discussions with experts, it is that clear that corporate funding for the issue of domesc violence
is extremely limited.49 However, corporates can also support this sector in other ways. They are
uniquely posioned to use their inﬂuence, resources, and ability to innovate and come up with
praccal responses to the problems posed by domesc violence. Illustrave roles corporates can
play are highlighted below using internaonal examples:
The Liz Claiborne Love is Not Abuse campaign is an excellent example of a corporate-run
domesc violence campaign in the US.50 The company aligned its core business acvies with its
social mission, creang shared value through its work. The campaign increased brand
awareness amongst its consumer target group (consisng mainly of women) and raised
awareness about the issue of domesc violence.
The Vodafone Foundaon used its core business skills to introduce innovave applicaons to
the sector. It developed the TecSoS phones, which have been specially adapted for use by
vicms of domesc violence as an emergency response system. They enable users to establish
immediate police contact at the touch of a single buon. The alert call provides details of the
vicm’s locaon and triggers an immediate recording of all acvity in the vicinity of the device.
When a TecSOS call is received, it is treated by the police as a high priority and oﬃcers are
dispatched accordingly. First used in Spain six years ago, the phones are currently being
employed by police forces in Italy, Portugal, Hungary and the UK. They have been used by at
least 22,386 women.51
Other corporates, such as the Avon Foundaon, have also provided the sector with ﬁnancial
resources. In 2012, it announced ten $ 60,000 grants to support women’s domesc violence
shelters and agencies around the world, including India.
In India, corporates have been more acve in providing employability opons to vicms of
domesc violence. For example, Swayam, a non-proﬁt organizaon in Kolkata, has partnered with
the social business iMerit to provide training in IT services to women in its intervenon
community of Meabruz, a Muslim-majority neighborhood. By establishing a Technology Services
oﬃce in Meabruz, iMerit has empowered over 100 women – many of whom are vicms of
domesc violence – by conferring a measure of economic independence and mobility that should
also improve their ability to secure the right to a life free of violence.52

women need to
women need to
women need to
women need to
women need to

I

be put In then place

know their place
be controlled
be disciplined

women shouldn't
women shouldn't have rights
women shouldn't vote
women shouldn't work
women shouldn't box

Corporates can also protect their own employees in the workplace both as an end in itself and to
cut absenteeism, improve producvity, increase turnover and reduce excessive use of medical
beneﬁts.53 By supporng women aﬀected by violence, corporates can go some way to decreasing
these health-related costs. For example, the Corporate Alliance against Domesc Violence
(CAADV) has brought several progressive companies together by raising awareness, sponsoring
programs and establishing best pracce benchmarks. Working collaboravely with other
businesses on strategies to address domesc violence in the workplace is a good starng point
from which Indian corporates can begin engaging with the issue of domesc violence.

women shouldn t suffer from discrimination anymore

VP

UN

WOMEN E3

Above: A UN Women campaign uses the world's most popular search engine (Google) to show how gender inequality is a worldwide problem. The adverts show the results of genuine searches, highlighng popular opinions across the world wide web.
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The role of the media
The media has a crucial role to play in the prevenon of domesc violence by raising awareness
and educang the public. Leveraging its power to shape public opinion, it can break down
prevailing stereotypes and negave paerns of behavior that are central to the issue of domesc
violence. Research states that women who have never had any exposure to mass media are 18%
more likely to be beaten than those who have been exposed.54

With the growing recognion that domesc violence is best addressed through a public health
approach there has been an increase in research conducted by health focused organizaons such
as the Indian Instute of Health and Family Welfare, Hyderabad and the Public Health
Foundaon of India. There is a need for researchers and praconers to beer collaborate,
exchange knowledge, and improve the design and evaluaon of programs and policies to more
eﬀecvely tackle domesc violence.

The role of networks
In India, networks exist to enable non-proﬁt organizaons and women’s groups to lobby for
legislave coordinaon, budget allocaons and eﬀecve implementaon of the PWDVA. During
Dasra’s workshop for organizaons targeng the issue of domesc violence, parcipants
expressed a need for a network that strengthens coordinaon within the domesc violence
sector by sharing resources and best pracces, improving connecons between service providers,
and advocacy and policy change to improve collecve acon.55
Three key networks for domesc violence praconers in India are described below:
AMAN: Global Voices for Peace in the Home is an internaonal network to end violence against
women, parcularly domesc violence, established by the non-proﬁt organizaon Swayam in
December 2006. This network has grown to include over 90 member organizaons from 11 states
in India.56 Key acvies enabled by the network include referrals of survivors to member
organizaons, collaboraon with internaonal member organizaons to support Indian women
facing domesc violence overseas or from non-resident Indian spouses, development of common
ethical norms for working with survivors, increasing the capacity of member organizaons to
handle problems, and liaising with appropriate instuons to eﬀecvely implement the PWDVA.57
Women Power Connect (WPC) is a naonal organizaon of 1,400 women’s groups and individuals
across India working together to formalize the process of legislave coordinaon.58 Its acvies are
aimed at inﬂuencing legislators and policy makers to frame gender-friendly policies. WPC works with
Oxfam to engage with members of Parliament in ﬁve states to improve implementaon of the
PWDVA, and connect acvists and social thinkers to a common plaorm.59
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The Abused Goddess is a provocave and controversial print campaign. It uses bruised and beaten
faces of Hindu goddesses to simply and eﬀecvely capture India’s contradicon – revering women
in religion and mythology whilst perming widespread abuse of them in the home. The
campaign declares, “Pray that we never see this day. Today, more than 68% of women in India are
vicms of domesc violence. Tomorrow, it seems like no woman shall be spared. Not even the ones
we pray to.”
Dasra’s interviews with experts showed that the media needs to portray healthy, construcve
communies in its content and communicaon to help establish posive aspiraonal behavior
norms and role models. For example, the media can develop storylines, images, characters,
programs, and products that promote healthy atudes towards women, masculinity,
relaonships, and sexuality. Highlighng women in polics, sports, business, health and
educaon as role models has a posive impact on young girls and women.
The role of academic and research instuons
Building research infrastructure and competency within academic and research instuons is
essenal in beer understanding domesc violence. Rigorous research can help to develop eﬀecve
policies, assess implementaon and provide much needed services for both vicms and
perpetrators. Improving research capacity in India can strengthen connecons between researchers
and praconers. In fact, government agencies and private funders need to support collaborave
research and community-based evaluaon studies to ensure more eﬀecve intervenon.
Since 1997, internaonal research ﬁrms like ICRW have led India-speciﬁc research into the eﬀects
of various intervenon measures aimed at addressing domesc violence. However, there are few
Indian-based research organizaons operang in the sector. Dasra recommends that leading
academic instuons – with a social science faculty – should receive funding to become stronger
research centers for domesc violence. Tata Instute of Social Sciences and Jawaharlal Nehru
University are good examples of this.
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PWDVA Acon and Advocacy Group is a naonal level network of 39 organizaons and
individuals formed in December 2012 to promote eﬀecve implementaon of the PWDVA.60 The
group also campaigns for increased central government funding.61
Key takeaways
Decades of lobbying by women’s rights groups culminated in the enactment of the Protecon
of Women against Domesc Violence Act (PWDVA) in 2005. This landmark, vicm-oriented civil
law provides for a coordinated response to domesc violence, and involves parcipaon from a
comprehensive range of organizaons and other pares including providers of medical services,
the police and judiciary.
Progress on the law’s implementaon has however been slow and there are wide variaons in
applicaon by states. More funding and a much greater polical commitment to ensuring that
the rights it confers get enforced are necessary.
Despite ﬁnancing of welfare organizaons by prominent IDAs such as USAID, domesc violence
remains an under-funded issue in India.
While the involvement of corporates is currently limited, they have potenal to engage with the
issue by creang shared value through their core business acvies and by providing funds to
ﬁnance the acvies of non-proﬁt organizaons.
Non-proﬁt organizaons have a crical role to play in improving the implementaon of the
PWDVA, through using ﬁndings from research to lobby the government and to hold it to
account. They also work directly with agencies involved in delivering the rights provided by the
PWDVA, building their capacity and sensizing them to the issues of domesc violence.
Greater collaboraon between non-proﬁt organizaons, and between government agencies, is
crical for improved responses to domesc violence.
Making the links: Stakeholders involved in tackling domesc violence
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implementaon
of the
PWDVA

Priories for acon: Cornerstones for addressing domesc violence

Emphasizing
prevenon
and early
intervenon
Leveraging
the power
of the
community

- Economic dependence
- Lack of natal family support
- False hope
- Most shelter homes do not cater to children
- Sgma associated with being a divorcee/single mother
- Patriarchal atudes
- Lack of awareness about laws, poor role clarity
- Over-ambious role of Protecon Oﬃcers
- Lack of polical will
- Lack of budgetary support
- Lack of trained personnel
- Lack of accountability
- Historic focus on criminalizing the perpetrator
- Too focused on dowry vicms
- Lack of importance given to mental health of vicms
- Limited supply of quality counselors
- Lack of housing with rehabilitaon services
- Poor linkages to vocaonal training and sustainable livelihoods
- Poor coordinaon between service providers
- Insuﬃcient up-scale of successful models by government

Vicm is unable to leave

Apathy of key responders
Poor implementaon of the PWDVA

Lack of vicm focus
Poor quality of short and
long term support services

Overall

- Lack of systems and processes to gather data
- Atudinal change is diﬃcult to measure
- Longitudinal studies required
- Funding usually does not cover cost of impact assessment

- Entrenched gender norms
- “Deal with it” - Normalizaon and acceptance of DV
- Reluctance to intervene in a ‘private’ maer

Vicm reaches out to community, kin,
friends - does not receive support

Lack of evidence regarding
successful intervenons

- Fear of intensiﬁed violence
- Private maer/societal sgma – shame, isolaon
- Poor awareness of recourse opons
- Healthcare providers fail to idenfy DV vicms
- Police reluctance to register complaints
- No faith in the legal system

DV incidents are
underreported

- DV is not recognized as an economic and health cost

- Lack of realizaon/recognion of DV
- Belief that DV is jusﬁed – entrenched gender norms

Vicm takes no acon at
inial stages of violence

During Violence

Most iniaves are reacve

- Witnessed DV in childhood
- Low levels of educaon, income
- Alcoholic male partner

At Risk

Before Violence

Aer vicm seeks instuonal help

Root Causes

Building
knowledge and
evidence

Issue

Domesc violence is a cross-cung issue. Responses, whether focused on prevenon,
amelioraon or reconstrucon, are many and wide-ranging. They also involve a large number of
stakeholders, including government and non-proﬁt organizaons. Eﬀecve responses to abuse,
especially at the ameliorave stage, need to be mul-sectoral – involving health, legal, judicial
and social support systems – and coordinated. Eﬀorts should focus on prevenng violence
occurring in the ﬁrst place, and in protecng and supporng vicms. Through secondary research
and expert consultaons, Dasra has idenﬁed four priority areas, or cornerstones, which require
crical aenon from donors. These should form the basis of any strategy to tackle domesc
violence in India:

Stage

Chapter 3: Priories for acon
Cornerstones for addressing domesc violence
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Building
knowledge and
evidence

Leveraging
the power
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community

Emphasizing
prevenon
and early
intervenon

Strengthening
implementaon
of the
PWDVA

Cornerstones for
confronng
domesc violence (DV)

Strengthening implementaon of the PWDVA

“In the shortest period of me, the Protecon of Women from Domesc Violence Act,
2005 has emerged as one of the most important and inﬂuenal pieces of social
reform legislaon ever enacted by the Indian State.”

66%

– Dr. G Mohan Gopal, Director, Rajiv Gandhi Instute for Contemporary Studies

of women in abusive
relaonships stay silent
about their suﬀering

The PWDVA was designed as an instrument to protect the human rights of women in domesc
relaonships. Most agree that it was a much needed posive step towards enabling women in
India to live lives of equality, dignity and freedom within their families. However, progress on the
ground on the implementaon front has been slow, plagued by structural issues involving
instuonal capacity, infrastructure, and the funconing of law enforcers.
First and foremost, there is a need for increased cooperaon between stakeholders, given that
vicms have complex needs and may require support for a range of services, including healthcare,
social services, legal enes and law enforcement.62 Historically, programs have tended to
concentrate on a single sector, which has very oen been shown to produce poor results. For
example, a study that undertook an analysis of responses to domesc violence in Madhya
Pradesh and Maharashtra found that both state and non-proﬁt sector responses, on their own,
failed to treat the problem eﬀecvely.63
The PWDVA in contrast, does provide for a coordinated, mul-sectoral response, with seamless
referrals between PWDVA agencies - it spulates that for the vicm, the response system should
funcon in such a way that no maer what the entry point of the woman, whether a police
staon, hospital or counseling center, she is subsequently connected smoothly to all other
services she may require without feeling further vicmized. Mechanisms and protocols for more
eﬀecve coordinaon and referral are thus urgently required.

A coordinated response to domesc violence in the UK

Case
Study

The UK-based non-proﬁt organizaon Standing Together Against Domesc Violence (Standing
Together) helps all agencies involved in tackling domesc violence in the London borough of
Hammersmith and Fulham to work together eﬀecvely. It does so by agreeing protocols and
procedures for communicaons between agencies and their individual responsibilies to ensure
every vicm receives the same high quality support. It also monitors each organizaon’s
performance and holds each agency to account. From the moment a woman in the area calls the
police regarding an act of domesc violence, Standing Together coordinates the help she
requires. It brings together the police, the criminal jusce system, probaon, social and health
services, and voluntary organizaons. It coordinates them to ensure they provide the services
they have agreed to supply in protocols, both within their own organizaons and in the way they
deal with other organizaons helping vicms.
This approach has been extremely eﬀecve. It has resulted in an increase in the number of arrests
for domesc violence and halved the number of women withdrawing from a case. In four years,
the rate of convicons rose from 36% to 52% of defendants, while in three years,
repeat vicmizaon decreased by one third.
This example clearly shows that eﬀecve coordinaon can yield impressive results. There is a
strong case for replicaon of this model in the Indian context, either by a government agency or
through the non-proﬁt sector.
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Bihar, Rajasthan and Uar Pradesh also have the smallest budgets, the lowest number
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protecon oﬃcers and the least overall preparedness to provide vicm relief under the PWDVA.
To address inadequate budgeng and remove inter-state
disparies in implementaon of the PWDVA, the dra 12th Five
The central government has budgeted a mere
Year Plan (2012-17) includes a component dealing with ﬁnancial
5% of the INR 1,200 crores needed to implement
assistance for states to implement the PWDVA in the 100 worst
65
the PWDVA in 2013-14.
performing districts in India. However, while the annual
requirement for implementaon of the PWDVA is esmated at
almost INR 1,200 crores in the current year (2013-14), the
central government has only allocated INR 68 crores.66 Non-proﬁt organizaons thus have a major
role to play in lobbying the government for increased resources, and holding it to account by
monitoring and evaluang its implementaon.
One of the crical gaps idenﬁed through some of the annual monitoring and evaluaon of the
PWDVA implementaon is also the lack of awareness and proper understanding of the law and its
provisions amongst many of the agencies charged with its implementaon.67 For example, medical
facilies can register domesc incident reports (DIRs) and forward a copy to protecon oﬃcers, but
rarely do so. Many protecon oﬃcers also misunderstand the PWDVA, oen wanng to sele cases
by counseling rather than using designated service providers. Protecon oﬃcers appear to be
similarly confused about the nature of complaints and DIRs. There is also a lack of uniformity
between states on what qualiﬁes as a ‘complaint’. It is essenal that these key agencies are trained
to beer understand how they should act when confronted by a vicm of domesc violence.
Besides providing technical training for those responsible for administering and enforcing the law,
it is also important to sensize such persons to ensure that a vicm is not once again subjected to
the same patriarchal and gender-biased atudes that lie at the heart of domesc violence. Owing
to their lack of understanding of domesc violence, government agencies such as the police oen
encourage reconciliatory outcomes and decisions, or label women survivors as ‘bad women’ and
‘home breakers’.68 Addressing these atudes is crical in helping enable women to report
violence, access jusce and exercise choices based on their own needs and interests. Several
non-proﬁt organizaons are undertaking this task of educang, sensizing and providing capacity
building support to a range of PWDVA agencies, based on their geographic regions of presence and
areas of experse.
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Emphasis on prevenon and early intervenon
Domesc violence is not inevitable and can in fact be reduced through well-designed and
eﬀecve programs and policies.69 This is evidenced by the wide variaons in incidence, both
between and within countries. Investments made now, to stop domesc violence before it occurs,
will protect the physical, mental and economic well-being and development of individuals,
families, communies and whole sociees.70 Prevenon is far beer than cure.
The pervasiveness of domesc violence in our society is fundamentally aributable to tradional
and connuing noons of how men and women are socialized. Males are most oen seen as
protectors and providers for their women and families - qualies somemes considered essenal
for male identy and male power; while women are seen as home-makers and nurturers.71 From
this privilege arises a sense of male entlement to discipline the woman in case of
any transgression or unsasfactory performance of her tradional role. This normalizaon of
violence becomes deeply embedded in the collecve mindset with such ideas passed on from
generaon to generaon unless explicitly challenged. These atudes also begin to develop at a
very young age, making adolescence and youth a crical me to intervene to break the paern by
which violence is perpetuated. Changing mindsets and prevenng violence in the ﬁrst place is
absolutely essenal in formulang a long-term soluon to domesc violence.

UNICEF’s “Global report card on adolescents 2012″ shows that 57% of boys – and
more disturbingly, 53% of girls — in the 15 to 19 age group in India believe that wifebeang is acceptable.
Whilst it is important to work to change the mindsets of all members of society, it is paramount
to do so with two groups in parcular:
Men and boys because they perpetrate acts of domesc violence, and
Youngsters in general, because atudes and beliefs are sll being formed
Besides changing atudes and social norms regarding domesc violence, prevenon eﬀorts
should also focus on creang an enabling environment of social and economic empowerment for
women so they may be beer posioned to negoate their right to a violence-free home in the
ﬁrst place, or at least feel equipped to prevent further violence by removing themselves from the
domesc situaon with dignity. Protecve factors, such as educaon, supporve social
structures, ﬁnancial independence and ownership of assets, must be fostered.72 For example,
intervenons that combine microﬁnance with gender-equality training have proved eﬀecve in
reducing levels of domesc violence, as shown by the IMAGE (Intervenon with Microﬁnance for
AIDS and Gender Equity) study in South Africa.73

Prevenng domesc violence by empowering women: IMAGE in South Africa
The IMAGE (Intervenon with Microﬁnance for AIDS and Gender Equity) intervenon program,
delivered by the Small Enterprise Foundaon in South Africa, has eﬀecvely reduced domesc
violence in its intervenon area. This microﬁnance program has included an integrated
parcipatory learning component, called Sisters for Life. This ﬁrst phase included 10 one-hour
training sessions and covered topics including gender roles, cultural beliefs, relaonships,
communicaon, domesc violence, and HIV infecon. Its aim was to strengthen communicaon
skills, crical thinking, and leadership. The second stage encouraged wider community
mobilizaon to engage both young people and men in learning. The raonale behind the iniave
was that group learning fosters solidarity and collecve acon.

Case
Study

The intervenon ran for two years, during which the risk of physical or sexual inmate partner
violence in the following year was reduced by more than half.74 These decreases in violence were
the result of a range of responses that enabled women to challenge its acceptability, including
leaving violent relaonships, giving material and moral support to those experiencing abuse,
mobilizing new and exisng community support groups, and raising public awareness about the
need to challenge domesc violence.75

Early intervenon, as well as prevenon, is a crical strategy for addressing domesc violence. We
know that domesc violence is an issue for all secons of society. However, there are wellresearched underlying factors that put some people at greater risk of both perpetrang and
experiencing domesc violence – such as being of a young age, low levels of educaon, substance
abuse, and childhood experience of abuse. With such high-risk families, it is necessary to
intervene early and to provide support and other services before dysfunconal paerns of
behavior are established within the unit, seng the stage for abusive behavior in adolescence or
adulthood.76 For example, studies show that the successful treatment of alcohol dependence in
men reduces domesc violence to a greater degree than is typically found with domesc violence
intervenons per se.77

Leveraging the power of the community
Experts consulted by Dasra recommended two ways to leverage the power of the community to
protect women from domesc violence: nurturing informal networks, and involving inﬂuencers,
such as polical, religious and other community leaders.
Research shows that informal networks such as family, friends,
and neighbors usually provide the ﬁrst point of contact for
abused women.78 While the low use of formal services is partly a
reﬂecon of the lack of eﬀecve response services (see
adjoining box), very oen and more importantly, this behavior
stems from barriers such as fear of intensiﬁcaon of violence,
societal sgma, and the threat of losing children.79

In a mul-country study conducted by the WHO,
the majority of physically abused women
(between 55% and 95%) reported that they had
never approached any formal agencies (health
services, legal advice, shelters) nor contacted
people in posions of authority (police, women’s
non-governmental organizaons, local and
religious leaders).

The beneﬁcial eﬀects of social support from friends and family
are quite apparent. At the very least, it provides an anchor that
increases a woman’s ability to cope with violence and empowers
her to negoate her situaon beer. It can also serve as an
eﬀecve deterrent and help prevent and reduce the incidence of violent behavior. One study
found that higher levels of emoonal support can ameliorate the eﬀect of domesc violence on a
woman’s mental and physical health.80 Programs should place greater emphasis on enabling these
informal groups and individuals to deal with violence and related issues.81 How they respond will
determine whether a vicm takes acon or retreats into isolaon and self-blame.

Addionally, the local community can be used to protect women by involving its inﬂuencers – i.e.
local polical, religious and other leaders, and governing bodies such as panchayats. They typically
exercise signiﬁcant so inﬂuence over social norms and sancons and help determine what is
considered acceptable or unacceptable behavior. A comparave study of 16 communies
worldwide found that those with the lowest levels of domesc violence had community sancons
against it. They also enabled abused women to access a place of safety or sanctuary (either in the
form of a shelter or family support). It is important to engage with this group to inﬂuence social
opinion to challenge atudes that condone gender inequity and domesc violence.
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Building knowledge and evidence
Over the past 30 years, the women’s movement has grown considerably throughout India. In that
me, a multude of organizaons have been established to work to address domesc violence
through a wide variety of programs and intervenons.
There is a growing body of knowledge regarding the magnitude, paerns and risk factors
associated with domesc violence, but many research gaps remain - including paerns of
women’s responses to violence and the eﬀects of domesc violence on children. Expanding the
knowledge base and disseminang exisng and new informaon will lead to more eﬀecve
programs and strategies. Data on prevalence and paerns can also be important tools to engage
governments and policy makers in addressing this issue. There is a need for civil society and state
level research organizaons to move towards a more centralized ‘knowledge hub’, moderated by
a commiee of members from both groups. In addion there is express demand for wider
disseminaon of such informaon through local and naonal level forums.
There is also a strong need for research that evaluates the eﬃcacy and eﬀecveness of various
responses to domesc violence. Whilst individual-level intervenons are relavely easy to assess,
evaluaon of comprehensive, mul-level, mul-component programs and instuon-wide reforms
is more challenging.85 The generaon of an evidence base for ‘what works’ will give organizaons the
tools they need to demonstrate successful models for upscale and adopon by government.
Key takeaways
Tackling domesc violence in India requires responses to be mul-sectoral, especially
ameliorave ones.
Dasra has idenﬁed four priority areas for acon, which should form the basis of any strategy to
tackle domesc violence in India. These include strengthening implementaon of the PWDVA,
providing a focus for prevenon and early intervenon acvies, leveraging the power of the
community and building a knowledge and evidence base.
Acvies aimed at strengthening the implementaon of the PWDVA are crical for a scalable
and sustainable response to domesc violence. Eﬀorts should be focused on improving
convergence and cooperaon between stakeholders, increasing budgetary outlay and polical
commitment by states, and raising awareness and building capacity among government
agencies tasked with implementaon.
Prevenon is beer than cure. Domesc violence is not inevitable, so investments made to stop
it before it occurs will protect the physical, mental and economic well-being of individuals,
families, communies and whole sociees.

Awn

Communies have the power to condone violence, or speak out against it. Acvies which
mobilize the power of the community are an eﬀecve way to both prevent it happening and to
protect women. Two eﬀecve approaches include stabilizing informal networks of friends,
family and neighbors, and involving local leaders.
There is a growing body of knowledge regarding the magnitude, paerns and risk factors
associated with domesc violence, but many research gaps remain. Expanding the knowledge
and evidence base will allow for even more eﬀecve programs and strategies and the ability to
scale and instuonalize eﬀecve intervenons. This informaon would also provide non-proﬁt
organizaons with the advocacy tools they require to engage government.

Photo credit: blogs.blouinnews.com
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60%

women reported a decrease
in violence and discriminaon
following a 15 week
program with men
and boys

Chapter 4: Ground work
Non-proﬁt intervenons in the ﬁeld
Dasra has idenﬁed 12 key non-proﬁt intervenons in India through its sector mapping and ﬁeld
research. These range from the provision of counseling or legal case management for a vicm, to
building public awareness at large and capacity building of stakeholders. Dasra assessed these
intervenons on the ground, according to their a) impact on an exisng or potenal vicm and b)
current and inherent potenal to scale, in order to highlight those which are most crical from an
investment perspecve.
Linking intervenons to cornerstones
Preceding secons of this report have described the various key factors concerning domesc
violence in India and the cornerstones that are crucial in addressing it. The diagram on the following
page provides a link between the cornerstones (what is needed to tackle domesc violence) and
non-proﬁt intervenons on the ground (how these cornerstones are being addressed).
It may be observed that ‘strengthening the implementaon of the PWDVA’ as a cornerstone maps
to the greatest number of intervenons on the ground, highlighng the volume of work being
undertaken by non-proﬁt organizaons to deal with the gaps in implemenng this well-draed
law. On the other hand, the ‘building evidence’ cornerstone maps to few intervenons on the
ground, revealing the mismatch in terms of what is required on this front and what is actually
being undertaken.
It may be further observed that several intervenons link to at least two cornerstones,
represenng strong intervenons for tackling domesc violence. For example, community
mobilizaon and research and advocacy link to at least three cornerstones, while youth
engagement, counseling services, legal case management and public awareness generaon link
to at least two. That said, any donor interested in tackling domesc violence should aim to
achieve a balanced porolio of intervenons across the four cornerstones, if domesc violence is
to be tackled holiscally and comprehensively.
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- Legal case management
- Research and advocacy

- Community mobilizaon
- Youth engagement
- Public awareness

Building
knowledge and
evidence

Following this exercise, eight of the 12 intervenons are classiﬁed as ‘high impact’ - i.e. those
categorized as having a high or medium impact on the matrix. Dasra has further assessed each
intervenon’s ability to scale in order to allow donors to understand the inherent capacity of
these intervenons to be expanded to a large beneﬁciary base, a priority and measure of which
may vary from donor to donor.

- DV is not recognized as an economic and health cost

- Lack of systems and processes to gather data

Most iniaves are reacve

Lack of evidence regarding
successful intervenons

- Atudinal change is diﬃcult to measure
- Longitudinal studies required
- Funding usually does not cover cost of impact assessment

The remaining four intervenons - facilitang networks, vocaonal training, infrastructure
provision and helplines - while categorized as low-impact intervenons are much needed to
address the issue of domesc violence. However, the current manner in which they are being
administered is not yet creang the requisite impact. For instance, even though networks exist in
the sector, there is limited aendance of non-proﬁt organizaons and minimal exchange of best
pracces. If this issue were to be addressed, facilitang networks would have the potenal to
posively impact a vicm far more than they currently do. Similarly, the availability of a good
shelter home would ideally have a major impact on the ability of a domesc violence vicm to
leave her household and seek immediate respite. However, at present, there are virtually no
shelter homes that accept women with children or provide a supporve environment for a vicm.
Currently, eﬀorts by non-proﬁt organizaons to address domesc violence focus on three
response mechanisms:
Prevenve intervenons seek to create a gender-equitable environment where both men and
women uphold women’s right to a violence-free life.
Ameliorave intervenons are those services that a woman requires when she ﬁrst seeks
formal assistance. These include various short-term facilies addressing the immediate and
praccal needs of a woman, such as shelter, legal aid, medical aid, and remedial counseling.
Reconstrucve intervenons are focused on helping a vicm to rebuild her life by providing
access to a livelihood, well-being and empowerment.
In the following matrix, the intervenons have been colour coded into one of these three
response categories - prevenve, ameliorave, reconstrucve – based on Dasra’s assessment of
their primary ﬁt. However, some of the intervenons do link to more than one response area. For
example, community mobilizaon actually cuts across all three as it serves to change atudes
within the community, which is not only relevant from a prevenve or ameliorave perspecve,
but also determines the ability of a vicm to eventually rebuild her life depending on the long
term support and understanding her community chooses to provide.

Overall

- Lack of importance given to mental health of vicms
- Limited supply of quality counselors
Poor quality of short and
long term support services

- Lack of housing with rehabilitaon services
- Poor linkages to vocaonal training and sustainable livelihoods
- Poor coordinaon between service providers
- Insuﬃcient up-scale of successful models by government

- Historic focus on criminalizing the perpetrator
- Too focused on dowry vicms
Lack of vicm focus

Leveraging
the power
of the
community
- Lack of accountability

- Over-ambious role of Protecon Oﬃcers
- Lack of polical will
Poor implementaon of the PWDVA

- Lack of budgetary support
- Lack of trained personnel

- Patriarchal atudes
- Lack of awareness about laws, poor role clarity

- Sgma associated with being a divorcee/single mother

Apathy of key responders
Aer vicm seeks instuonal help

- False hope
- Most shelter homes do not cater to children

Emphasizing
prevenon
and early
intervenon
- Economic dependence
- Lack of natal family support
Vicm is unable to leave

- “Deal with it” - Normalizaon and acceptance of DV
- Reluctance to intervene in a ‘private’ maer

- Entrenched gender norms

- No faith in the legal system

- Fear of intensiﬁed violence
- Private maer/societal sgma – shame, isolaon
- Poor awareness of recourse opons
- Healthcare providers fail to idenfy DV vicms
DV incidents are
underreported

Vicm reaches out to community, kin,
friends - does not receive support

- Lack of realizaon/recognion of DV
- Belief that DV is jusﬁed – entrenched gender norms
Vicm takes no acon at
inial stages of violence
During Violence
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- Police reluctance to register complaints

- Witnessed DV in childhood
- Low levels of educaon, income
Before Violence

- Alcoholic male partner

Root Causes
Issue

At Risk

Stage

Strengthening
implementaon
of the
PWDVA

- Community mobilizaon
- Counseling services
- Youth engagement
- Research and advocacy
- Vocaonal training

- Community mobilizaon
- Counseling services
- Legal case management
- Public awareness
- Leverage exisng infrastructure
- Capacity building of stakeholders
- Infrastructure provision
- Helplines
- Research and advocacy
- Facilitate networks

Intervenons by
non-proﬁt organizaons
Cornerstones for
confronng
domesc violence (DV)
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Eﬀecveness of intervenons on the ground
All 12 key non-proﬁt intervenons currently being implemented to tackle the issue of domesc
violence align with one or more of Dasra’s cornerstones as depicted above. They have
subsequently been mapped onto the matrix below in order to determine their relave posion in
terms of Dasra’s chosen criteria i.e. a) impact on an exisng or potenal vicm and b) current and
inherent potenal to scale. The sub-criteria to deﬁne both impact and scale are outlined in some
detail in Appendix II. The mapping on the matrix has been validated by an expert advisory
commiee, convened by Dasra, as well as representaves from 14 non-proﬁt organizaons who
aended Dasra’s capacity building workshop.86
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LOW IMPACT

MEDIUM IMPACT

Non-proﬁt organizaons are also developing new groups made up of young people and survivors.
Their objecve is to generate youth role models who can in turn play a signiﬁcant part in raising
awareness, demonstrang posive deviance and inﬂuencing behavior change. The non-proﬁt
organizaon SNEHA has established groups for men, women and young people to increase
awareness of the issue of violence and the PWDVA and its consequences through the use of
theatre, dance and community meengs. It has also established local women’s groups to increase
vigilance and ensure immediate acon is taken in response to incidents in their surrounding area.

HIGH IMPACT

Public Awareness
Helplines

Community
Mobilizaon
HIGH SCALE

Capacity Building
of Stakeholders
Youth Engagement

Leverage Exisng
Infrastructure

MEDIUM SCALE

Research & Advocacy

Counseling Services

Facilitate
Networks

“Shama is a 28 year old woman who had aempted suicide. Her husband had asked her to leave
the house with a son who was mentally challenged. He refused to give custody of either of her
other two children. Aer being thrown out of her own home and living with her parents for a
while, she was referred to a support group run by a women’s organizaon. Shama aended its
meengs. They helped her connect with other women who had suﬀered similar experiences
including violence. This gave her the strength to move on. She found employment and decided not
to ﬁght for the custody of her children unl she became independent. Today, she has moved out of
her parents’ home and has gained custody of her youngest child.”
87

Vocaonal Training
Legal Case Management

LOW SCALE

Survivor groups play a crucial role in creang a safe space for other vicms to report violence and
seek support. Swayam is another non-proﬁt organizaon that hosts various group acvies such
as picnics, workshops and support group meengs to enable survivors to explore, mingle, relax,
and learn, and in the process, bring a semblance of normalcy back to their lives. It also helps them
to feel less isolated by connecng with other survivors with similar experiences, enabling them to
form bonds of solidarity.

Infrastructure Provision

Prevenve Intervenon

Ameliorave Intervenon

Reconstrucve Intervenon

High Impact Intervenon

Self-help groups (SHGs) also help mobilize communies. While they usually seek the economic
empowerment of women, which in itself is part of a long-term strategy to prevent domesc
violence, they can also serve as community plaorms through which women can become acve
in village aﬀairs, and take acon to address issues such as domesc violence. SHGs can also act as
eﬀecve pressure groups to ensure that responding agencies such as the police and health
services are accountable to the communies they are meant to serve. This requires that eﬀorts
be made to build suﬃcient numbers of capable SHG members through training and educaon on
relevant laws and legal procedures, women’s rights and entlements, and similar subjects.

Case study: Self-help groups in Pune
A non-proﬁt Mashal helped form the ﬁrst SHG in the Shankar Maharaj Math slum in Pune. They
“spoed these strong-willed women who really wanted to do something about the problems
women-folk faced". The SHG worked hard to help women in the slum ﬁght instances of domesc
abuse and other forms of violence.

High impact intervenons
Community mobilizaon
Communies have the power to condone or condemn violence. Informed communies can
therefore serve as eﬀecve deterrents to domesc violence, and also become immediate
providers of rehabilitave support to vicms. It is therefore important to work with such
communies, whether through formal public instuons, community groups, or individual
members of the public, to mobilize this potenal, and support them to come together and
respond to domesc violence-related issues.
Non-proﬁt organizaons have been engaging with and sensizing exisng groups, such as
panchaya raj instuons, which comprise key inﬂuencers who have the power to denounce
violence and establish precedents for a violence-free society. For example, the non-proﬁt
organizaon AWAG runs several workshops and training sessions for panchayat leaders, as well as
the police, accredited social health acvists (ASHAs), and village health and sanitaon commiees.
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“We get at least four complaints every month of violence against women. So far, we have been
able to help women in 12 diﬀerent cases. However, our journey has been arduous as we don't
always enjoy the cooperaon of the police," says Kavita Waghmare, chairperson of the SHG, who
along with other members, oen goes to the police staon aer receiving complaints of domesc
abuse in the slum.

Case
Study

"The police somemes talk down to us, asking us whether we know about the relevant laws
pertaining to violence against women. In some cases, they do not entertain our complaints at all.
We have decided to gain some legal knowledge to help women in a more professional manner,"
adds Waghmare.88
Two years aer its formaon, the group received training on the provisions of the PWDVA, which
enabled them to refer cases and instances of domesc violence to the relevant bodies, support
groups and organizaons.
Ground work: Non-proﬁt intervenons in the ﬁeld
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Youth engagement
Any domesc violence prevenon eﬀort requires an overwhelming atudinal and behavioral
change that begins by working with young people. This is because values and beliefs at a
younger age can be more easily shaped. Much of what they internalize results from their
experiences in their homes and communies, what their peers are doing and what is taught to
them in schools. Many of these inﬂuences have a potenally negave impact on their atudes
and mindsets, which can lead them to believe that domesc violence is acceptable, making
them potenal future perpetrators themselves. Intervenons aimed at addressing these deeprooted patriarchal views are slowly gaining tracon in India. However, this approach has received
comparavely lile aenon, investment, and commitment compared to other ameliorave and
rehabilitave responses.

“I was struck by the conﬁdence, self-esteem, and pride that the performances
inslled in the young men. They acknowledged that while they were promong the
rights of women and girls, they were in essence empowering themselves. It was their
voices that were changing mindsets; they were helping to realign values; and in
standing up for women's rights, they were protecng their families and their
community at large.”
Photo credit: hp://sorquayindia.edublogs.org
- Melanne Verveer, US Ambassador-at-Large for Global Women's Issues, wring about the USAID funded Garima program, which works to change atudes about
the acceptability of violence at the community level.89

Currently non-proﬁt organizaons engage adolescents either in communies or schools. Within
communies, they develop peer leaders as role models for other adolescents. These leaders use
posive peer inﬂuence to promote a healthy, supporve, respecul and violence-free
environment. They help to develop social responsibility in youth and model pro-social behavior.
Non-proﬁt organizaons also create awareness of gender-based violence through specially
designed modules that are incorporated into the school curriculum. Schools provide access to the
crical mass of youth, allowing for the standardizaon of curriculum. They are also easy to scale
up. Non-proﬁt organizaons, having recognized this, are currently developing and reforming
curricula to be used in schools to break down gender stereotypes in classrooms.90

“Women are oen raised and socialized within a culture
that says that women are subservient, that women are
expected to be unasserve and that women are expected
to be care-taking and put their needs last,” Storm said.
“Then men have this ‘bole-up your emoons’
socializaon and we wonder why there is violence. I
believe that the source of domesc violence starts from a
very young age.”

Signiﬁcantly, several of these organizaons have
realized that boys (as well as men) play a crucial role
in confronng domesc violence. Evidence suggests
that one of the most promising ways to reduce
communies’ tolerance of domesc violence is to
promote non-violence and gender-equitable norms
among boys and men.91 As potenal perpetrators, or
simply watchdogs in the community, adolescent
boys are educated to reﬂect crically on masculinity
and gender.

They are engaged in gender-speciﬁc acvies,
discourse and discussions that allow them to
deconstruct gender norms and realign values.
Themes and discussions are oen connected to real
life - reﬂecng how gender norms aﬀect the men and boys themselves and their partners and
families. At least some of the sessions involve personal reﬂecons and discussions about how
these issues aﬀect their own lives. Unfortunately, at present, less than 5% of community-based
organizaons in India engage men to tackle atudes, beliefs and behaviors.92

- Rachel Storm, Assistant Director of the Women’s Resource Center,
University of Illinois.

Experts consulted by Dasra strongly suggest that engaging young people, parcularly boys, vastly
enhances awareness of domesc violence and mobilizes enre communies to take an acve
stand against such behavior.
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CORO has developed and implemented a curriculum with ICRW to engage young girls and boys
between the ages of 12-14 years, to crically reﬂect on issues related to inequitable gender
norms and violence. The Gender Equality Movement in Schools (GEMS) project was introduced
in public schools in Goa, Kota and Mumbai using diﬀerent approaches such as extracurricular
acvies, role-playing and games. The evaluaon of the program has been very encouraging.
Key gender-based atudinal and behavioral changes - including raising the age at which girls
marry, greater male involvement in housework, and opposion to gender discriminaon - were
observed during the pilot stage in Mumbai. In addion, the results of the intervenon show a
decrease in domesc violence among students aer the program.93
ECF’s Acon for Equality aims to provide men and boys with tools to change their behavior and
advocate that change to others. This results in men acng as leaders or advocates of change
even aer ECF has withdrawn from their communies. This 15 week program reaches 40,000
people in 20 low-income communies. A recent survey indicated that 61% of women, who live
with the graduates of this program, have reported a reducon in violence or discriminaon.
Public awareness
The culture of silence surrounding domesc violence means that many women are reluctant to
report abuse or are unaware of alternaves and services. Public awareness campaigns play a
crucial role in helping women recognize that they are facing domesc violence and direcng them
to relevant services. Most importantly, they transfer the issue from the private domain into the
public arena, thereby breaking the previous culture of silence.
Public awareness campaigns can range from large-scale naonal acvies to smaller movements
and demonstraons within diﬀerent localies. Mass media campaigns normally use radio,
television, billboards and other plaorms to reach a large segment of a community. They also tend
to employ naonal and internaonal celebries and public ﬁgures to ensure greater inﬂuence and
impact. Innovave approaches that can be eﬀecve in reaching diverse audiences include the use of
technology (mobile phones and computers), street theatre, art, music and cultural acvity.
In India, awareness campaigns about domesc violence have smulated discussion that would
not otherwise have taken place. They have not only increased awareness amongst men and
women, but also amongst diﬀerent stakeholders of domesc violence in India. Since 2006, nonproﬁt organizaons have made eﬀecve use of such methods to raise awareness of the issues
surrounding implementaon of the PWDVA.
Ground work: Non-proﬁt intervenons in the ﬁeld
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The Bell Bajao (Ring the Bell) campaign in India was launched in 2008 by the non-proﬁt
organizaon Breakthrough, in collaboraon with the Ministry of Women and Child Development,
UNIFEM and the UN Trust Fund. The campaign aimed to create widespread awareness of the
issue of domesc violence. It called on members of the community, parcularly men and boys, to
take a stand if they came across any incident of domesc violence in their neighborhoods. They
were urged to ring the doorbell and ask for a simple favor - such as to borrow some tea, to use
the phone, or to have a glass of water. This was meant to let the abuser know that others could
hear them and would act to interrupt their violence.
The eﬀecveness of Bell Bajao as a media and grassroots campaign stems from its dual approach of
"Put yourself in the shoes of your partner for a day, and
media messaging through a series of award-winning
see the world from her viewpoint. To be a real man, stop
television
adversements,
combined
with
domesc violence at your own home ﬁrst, and go further,
community mobilizaon eﬀorts. For example, in
‘Ring the Bell’ in your neighborhood.
2010, Breakthrough’s video vans traveled 14,000
miles through cies and villages screening public
- Ramesh Aravind, Actor
service ads and involving communies through
games, street theatre and other cultural tools. This
represented a sustainable, on the ground process of transforming hearts and minds.

P

L
Photo credit: Candace Hill

The Breakthrough campaign to end domesc violence reached 240 million people during 200910. Figures from the organizaon’s base-line and end-line surveys reinforce the power of public
awareness campaigns to change the landscape and mindset that sustains domesc violence.

Impact (Reported ﬁgures before and aer Bell Bajao)

Before

Aer

Women who would protest if abused by their husbands
Men and women who had heard about the PWDVA

29%
3%

43%
15%

Women who understood that the PWDVA could entle
them to residence and compensaon

22%

56%

Leverage exisng infrastructure
Non-proﬁt organizaons have the experse to address domesc violence but lack the resources
to scale their intervenons. Considering that vicms of abuse tend to approach the police and
access healthcare systems, these organizaons are beginning to use this exisng infrastructure to
deliver high quality ameliorave services to a wider base of beneﬁciaries.
The two most successful models that leverage exisng infrastructure are the establishment of crisis
intervenon centers in public hospitals and special cells within police staons. These public-private
partnerships represent a win-win situaon for both the non-proﬁt and the public instuon. The
government agency beneﬁts because the non-proﬁt cell within the premises eases the
responsibility of the already over-burdened government staﬀ, and the non-proﬁt organizaon
beneﬁts because it receives a crical mass of beneﬁciaries with minimum investment.
Collaboraon amongst non-proﬁt organizaons, as well as with the government, is essenal in
combining the passion and commitment of the former and the ability of the laer to scale.

"One day I heard the sound of a man beang his wife. I thought of an excuse and let
my dog loose. I rang the doorbell of the house pretending I was searching for my dog.
Since then I have not heard any sound of violence from that house."
- Pinky, young man in Uar Pradesh95
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Dilaasa, a crisis center for women established in 2000, is the ﬁrst hospital-based
crisis intervenon department designed to respond to the needs of women facing violence
within their homes and families. It represents a joint iniave by the Public Health Department
of the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporaon and the non-proﬁt Centre for Enquiry into Health
and Allied Themes (CEHAT). There are currently two crisis centers at the Bhabha Hospitals in
Mumbai, where women are counseled and supported, within a large feeder network of public
health facilies in the city. It also provides them with any medical aid they might need. Women
who face extreme restricons on their mobility by their abuser ﬁnd it easier to come to Dilaasa
on the pretext of a hospital visit. Over the past year, the numbers of women vising the center
increased from 400 to 680, which seems to indicate a posive trend in terms of encouraging
vicms of domesc violence to seek help, acknowledging more widely the importance of
combang domesc violence, and smulang acve screening for vicms by hospital staﬀ.
In 2000, SNEHA established a crisis counseling center in the Chota Sion Hospital in Mumbai. The
center acts quickly to arrange medical care and temporary shelter if necessary, provides
immediate and long-term counseling for the vicm, and facilitates intervenons at a variety of
levels, including with the police and legal services.
While CEHAT and SNEHA have set up their crisis intervenon centers in hospitals, Tata Instute
of Social Sciences (TISS) has established its own special cells in police staons. The TISS Special
Cell for Women and Children was created in 1984 as a collaborave iniave between the
Maharashtra State Police and Tata Instute of Social Sciences to provide professional support
services to women and children facing violence. As of 2013, 40 special cells have been
operaonalized throughout the state of Maharashtra, while 104 more are being established.
TISS has also demonstrated the impact of the special cell model in other states, including
Madhya Pradesh, Delhi, Odisha, Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan, Haryana and Gujarat.
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Counseling services
A vicm of domesc violence needs immediate care including medical, psycho-social and legal
aid. Counseling services provide them with a safe space, emoonal support and a place to
exercise their choice without fear of judgment. Such services are expected to address the
mulple needs of these vicms, and so typically comprise some or all of the following emoonal, psychological, social, legal, judicial, shelter, medical and economic support. Studies
that have evaluated the eﬃcacy of counseling for abused women suggest that psycho-social,
supporve counseling for vicms may be an eﬀecve approach to improve their self-esteem and
allay anxiety.95

Vimochana, through its crisis center Angala, has provided systemac support to vicms and
survivors of domesc and social violence since 1993 by oﬀering moral and legal assistance, as
well as negoated selements. In the long-term it aims to develop an integrated and holisc
approach to counseling and crisis intervenon that involves the woman, her marital and natal
family and if necessary the larger community of which she is a part.

Based on Dasra’s ﬁeld research, two main counseling approaches exist on the ground - a)
counseling based on mediaon, and b) counseling based on feminist principles. The former tries
to mediate between the vicm and her family, providing an opportunity to resolve the problem
internally. The laer approach believes a woman’s choice and consent are of utmost importance
and allow her to make decisions aer she has been oﬀered a thorough understanding of all her
opons. Most non-proﬁt organizaons evaluated by Dasra undertake the laer, which reﬂects the
vicm-centric approach.
Currently, non-proﬁt organizaons provide the following counseling services to vicms:
Psycho-social counseling: addresses lingering post-traumac stress, fear, insecurity, and
concern. The vicm is also referred to relevant medical praconers or healthcare facilies
depending on the severity of her injuries.
Legal counseling: provides the vicm with basic awareness about her opons for legal
recourse. The counseling service refers her to an independent lawyer, or a legal aid non-proﬁt
organizaon, depending on her individual circumstances. Legal counseling is diﬀerent from
legal case management; the laer is a comprehensive follow-up process from the moment at
which the complaint is made unl the verdict is announced.

“I was only 18 years old when my parents brought me to a counseling center. I had been thrown
out of my husband’s house aer only eight months of married life. Through counseling, I came to
realize how important it was for me to have self-respect and I also realized that my parents
wanted my happiness foremost. With my parents’ support, I took legal acon and obtained a
divorce from my husband. I was paid compensaon on the instrucon of my husband’s
community. With further counseling, my self-conﬁdence returned. I loved to make clothes and was
encouraged to set up a tailor’s shop, which keeps me busy and gives me independence. I have
started a new chapter in my life and am much happier."
Anonymous (aged 20 years) 96

Currently, several non-proﬁt organizaons provide counseling services to vicms of domesc
violence. However, they face a signiﬁcant challenge in oﬀering professionally trained psychosocial counselors. While the services of non-proﬁt organizaons lend emoonal support to the
vicm, they are unable to provide her with the cognive therapy that she crically needs.
Further, non-proﬁt organizaons that do provide counseling to vicms are unable to follow them
up unless they choose to approach the organizaon again. Interacon and engagement with the
vicm is rarely sustained over a prolonged period, making the quality of the service and its
impact on the woman diﬃcult to measure.
Counseling is an essenal part of Swayam’s work. As each woman’s situaon is unique, rather
than oﬀering a formulaic soluon, the organizaon helps each survivor to deﬁne her parcular
problem and explore possible ways of dealing with it, taking into account not only her material
and economic circumstances but also her values, priories and personality.
The non-proﬁt organizaon Jagori, based in Delhi, also provides direct support to survivors of
domesc violence through its counseling centers, via telephone helpline and email.
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Legal case management
Case management involves undertaking, managing and tracking vicms of domesc violence as
they progress through the legal system. This includes maintaining records of her case history,
making her aware of her rights under the PWDVA, keeping her concerns central while
represenng her in the court of law, driving and monitoring the progress of her case in court,
and ensuring eﬀecve acon on judgments.
Several gaps within the legal system highlight the importance of undertaking legal case
management for a vicm. Once a case is registered, the promise that a case will be completed
within 60 days from the date of the ﬁrst hearing - as spulated by the PWDVA - is rarely honored
by the judiciary. Most oen, inexperienced and insensive judicial and prosecutorial staﬀ delay
proceedings, and inmidate and sgmaze vicms. The execuon of court orders made under
the PWDVA also entails a complex process – lengthy legal bales and sluggish implementaon
exacerbate a vicm’s exisng economic burdens, while delays in the enforcement of protecon
orders can also place her at further risk of violence.
Non-proﬁt organizaons have the resources and experse to ensure that a vicm’s case is not
neglected, and that a court order is implemented. In doing so, case management makes certain
that the perpetrator is held accountable and the vicm has access to protecon and resources
to rehabilitate herself and her children. Legal case management also becomes the basis for
idenfying gaps in the judicial system and provides non-proﬁt organizaons with tools to
advocate for change.
Majlis legal center, a forum for women’s rights discourse and legal iniaves, comprises a group
of women lawyers and social acvists commied to informing, educang and empowering
women concerning their legal rights. Over the past 25 years, Majlis’ team of 35 lawyers has
helped over 50,000 ligants throughout Maharashtra to access formal jusce delivery systems
in their ﬁght against domesc violence.
Ground work: Non-proﬁt intervenons in the ﬁeld
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The importance of mely research-based advocacy is evidenced by the work undertaken by the
non-proﬁt organizaon Lawyers Collecve. It has regularly evaluated and reported on both the
eﬀecveness of the infrastructure envisaged under the PWDVA, and the performance of the
implemenng agencies in delivering services. It has also examined the responsiveness of the
judiciary to the issue of domesc violence as part of this eﬀort. The Lawyers Collecve’s six
consecuve reports on the status of the PWDVA on the ground have provided advocacy-based
organizaons with the necessary evidence to highlight the poor performance of the
government in protecng and providing for vicms of domesc violence. Iniaves such as this
have greatly contributed to the increased accountability of the state to civil society.97
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Capacity building of stakeholders
Having idenﬁed that the lack of capacity of key responders is a crical gap in implemenng the
PWDVA, there is an urgent need to sensize a wide range of stakeholders about the factors
which give rise to and perpetuate domesc violence and their parcular responsibility in tackling
the issue.
Diﬀerent non-proﬁt organizaons are currently working with various stakeholder groups. Usually
training involves gender sensizaon workshops for groups such as the police, protecon
oﬃcers appointed under the PWDVA, judges or lawyers provided by the state, and also other
members of the judiciary, medical personnel, community-based workers such as ASHAs, and
local health workers such as Sanginis.
Training these stakeholders involves making them aware of the PWDVA; teaching them to
idenfy vicms of domesc violence and to provide them with all available opons of recourse;
and equipping them with the ability to eﬀecvely implement the PWDVA. Building their capacity
to make an eﬀecve, vicm-centric response, by promong an environment of respect for a
woman’s choice as opposed to pushing for “reconciliaon” or “saving the Indian family” also
forms part of this iniave.
Addionally, a few non-proﬁt organizaons are designing and documenng curricula, standard
operang procedures and guidelines that can be easily replicated to achieve greater scale.
SNEHA focuses especially on sensizing stakeholders who are in direct contact with survivors of
domesc violence, and over me has established protocols for these stakeholders when dealing
with them. The program has been directed towards two major groups – police personnel and
public healthcare professionals – as both are very oen the ﬁrst point of contact for a vicm of
domesc violence.
To create a culture of women’s rights, Majlis provides training to individuals and instuons
that interact with vicms of violence to help them protect women’s rights eﬀecvely. Training
programs are held for various groups including the judiciary, police and public administrators,
social workers, educaonal instutes and even corporate employees, to help them develop
feminist sensibilies and in turn help vicms more eﬀecvely.
Research and advocacy
Research is the ﬁrst and most crucial step to understanding the problem of domesc violence. It
includes analyzing exisng literature to develop new frameworks for tackling the issue, building
new knowledge of the problem, developing guidelines for the sector, assessing the eﬀecveness of
the law, documenng best pracces and intervenons, and conducng monitoring and evaluaon.
Robust research is also used to inform and enable strategic advocacy. Advocacy involves
lobbying the government and other stakeholders and funders to recognize domesc violence as
a problem that aﬀects the enre populaon. It was strong and successful advocacy for a civil law
on domesc violence by several members of the women’s movement that led to the PWDVA
being enacted.
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The Tata Instute of Social Science’s (TISS) research wing, the Resource Centre for
Intervenons on Violence Against Women (RCI-VAW), undertakes intervenons with diﬀerent
stakeholders such as the police, state governments and other non-proﬁt organizaons to
develop innovave methods to prevent violence against women. With streamlined processes
for reporng and data collecon procedures, RCI-VAW analyzes the successes and failures of
each of their intervenons to inform the organizaon’s future strategy and disseminate lessons
learned to a wider stakeholder group.
Key takeaways
Eﬀorts by non-proﬁt organizaons to address domesc violence focus on three response
mechanisms - prevenve intervenons that aim at creang a gender-equitable society;
ameliorave intervenons that a woman requires when she ﬁrst seeks formal assistance, such
as shelter, legal aid, medical aid, and remedial counseling; and reconstrucve intervenons,
which focus on helping a vicm rebuild her life.
Through its sector mapping and ﬁeld research, Dasra idenﬁed 12 key non-proﬁt intervenons
in India. These intervenons relate to one or more of the three response categories menoned
above. Dasra assessed each intervenon according to its impact on the ground, its ability to
scale, and its alignment with Dasra’s cornerstones.
Intervenons focused on mobilizing communies and engaging youth have the highest impact
and are also amongst the most scalable. Key community groups engaged could include local
polical and religious leaders, youth groups, and even survivor groups. Outcomes from these
engagements can prove beneﬁcial on all counts – prevenon, amelioraon and reconstrucon.
Besides engaging youth within the community, gender-based awareness raising programs in
schools are an invaluable way to reach out to large numbers of youngsters. Such intervenons
also bring about lasng change by eﬀecng permanent changes in underlying atudes.
Public awareness generaon is the most scalable of all intervenons. It can have far-reaching
impact in terms of movang change in a shorter me periods, as evidenced by Breakthrough’s
Bell Bajao campaign.
Leveraging exisng infrastructure is another eﬀecve intervenon that ulizes the experse of
non-proﬁts within the limited resources available to them. The two most innovave and
successful models developed by non-proﬁt organizaons are the establishment of crisis
intervenon centers in public hospitals and special cells within police staons. It is worth nong
that the healthcare seng is a parcularly strategic locaon where women undergoing abuse
can be idenﬁed and support linkages established.
Other intervenons that create high impact are the provision of counseling services and legal
case management, both of which entail one-on-one service provision to a vicm. Legal case
management can also serve an important tool to idenfy gaps in the judicial system and thus
support crical advocacy eﬀorts. Research-based advocacy is crical to direct policy changes
and also improve accountability.
Capacity building and sensizaon of stakeholders is much needed across the country to
educate diﬀerent actors on their parcular responsibility in tacking domesc violence and drive
a vicm-centric response. Non-proﬁt organizaons have been undertaking trainings to achieve
these outcomes for a wide variety of groups such as the police, protecon oﬃcers, judges and
lawyers, medical personnel, and community-based health workers.
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Chapter 5: Painng the picture
Non-proﬁt sector trends
Dasra’s comprehensive non-proﬁt organizaon sector mapping aims to provide donors with an
understanding of an-domesc violence eﬀorts in India from the ground up. This chapter
examines the structure and characteriscs of the domesc violence non-proﬁt sector in India. The
ﬁnal chapter goes on to highlight domesc violence non-proﬁt organizaons that run
intervenons that are eﬀecve and have the potenal to scale.
Common trends
Inial Dasra mapping, discussed in Appendix III, idenﬁed a universe of over 110 non-proﬁt
organizaons throughout India that work on the issue of violence against women. Of these, 47
organizaons ran domesc violence speciﬁc programs. Using key organizaon-level data of these
47 organizaons, a selecon of key characteriscs of the domesc violence sector in India is
provided below.
Most non-proﬁt organizaons oﬀer prevenve and ameliorave services
90%

% of non-proﬁts surveyed

80%
70%

74%

72%

60%
50%
40%
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Ameliorave
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Type of intervenon
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Domesc violence work began in the 1980s

90%

Dasra’s sector mapping revealed that 74% of non-proﬁt organizaons working to combat
domesc violence currently focus on prevenve intervenons. This is good news, as successful
prevenon over me would reduce the need for post-violence assistance. Some 72% of nonproﬁt organizaons surveyed focus on ameliorave intervenons, such as short-term relief to the
vicm by providing counseling services, healthcare facilies, legal advice, access to the courts,
and shelter for the vicm and her children. Considering the poor quality of ameliorave services
oﬀered by the government, the non-proﬁt sector has been ﬁlling a crical gap that helps the
vicm take her ﬁrst steps out of an abusive relaonship.
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This graph shows that non-proﬁt organizaons began working on domesc violence mainly aer
the women’s movement became established in the 1980s. A total of 85% established their
domesc violence programs aer 1980 as the understanding of domesc violence broadened
from dowry-related incidents to include a more nuanced and comprehensive understanding of the
issue as involving sexual, economic and psychological violence as forms of abuse. Since the PWDVA
was enacted in 2005, organizaons have adapted their programs to work towards strengthening
and ﬁlling crucial gaps associated with the implementaon of the PWDVA on the ground.

70%
60%

70%

20%

One third spend over half their budget on domesc violence work

80%

85%

80%
% of non-proﬁts surveyed

Only 17% of the organizaons currently working to address domesc violence focus on
rehabilitaon. Rehabilitaon is a long-term process that serves as the ﬁnal and necessary stage
in helping vicms to rebuild their lives. Rehabilitaon intervenons must be customized as
domesc violence cuts across age, class and educaonal boundaries, and the impact on a
woman’s health can vary hugely. Current rehabilitaon intervenons in India comprise very basic
vocaonal training such as sari-making or limited ﬁnancial literacy. As well as providing desired
skills and resources to the vicm, it is crucial to connect her with sustainable employment and
livelihood opons. According to the non-proﬁt experts interviewed at the Dasra workshop, the
high cost of customizaon, resulng in a lack of scale, explains the low prevalence of
rehabilitave intervenons.98
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For several organizaons, domesc violence is one component of their work in the area of
violence against women (e.g. traﬃcking, rape and foecide). Some other organizaons work
more broadly on issues relang to women and children, focusing on gender-equality through
women’s empowerment, educaon and livelihoods, and domesc violence related work is then
woven into this. One of the ground realies organizaons have to deal with is the overwhelming
sgma and resistance within the community to intervening in situaons involving domesc
violence. To overcome this, organizaons typically have to enter and mobilize communies
around economic and social empowerment and gain their trust before addressing sensive topics
such as domesc violence. These factors explain why only 11% of non-proﬁt organizaons
reviewed are wholly focused on domesc violence acvies, and why for two-thirds, domesc
violence accounts for less than half of their budget.
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Only two of the non-proﬁt organizaons surveyed by Dasra, Men Against Violence and Abuse
(MAVA) and Equal Community Foundaon (ECF), solely engage men and boys to address the
issue of domesc violence. These organizaons as well as those that work to involve men alongside
women are aempng to widen the focus from the vicm alone. Dasra’s interviews with these
non-proﬁt organizaons revealed that they encounter signiﬁcant challenges in raising funds,
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especially from the government, as they do not engage directly with women. It is crucial that
funders appreciate the importance of their approach and support organizaons that engage with
exisng or potenal perpetrators. Such intervenons, if implemented well, have the potenal to
create sustainable and lasng change.
The enactment of the PWDVA in 2005 and its subsequent implementaon has required renewed
eﬀorts to build the capacity of and sensize stakeholders. Currently, 30% of non-proﬁt
organizaons surveyed by Dasra engage stakeholders such as the police, protecon oﬃcers,
judiciary and hospitals.
Key takeaways
Dasra’s mapping idenﬁed over 110 non-proﬁt organizaons working on the issue of violence against
women in India. Using key organizaonal data for the 47 non-proﬁt organizaons that run domesc
violence speciﬁc programs, Dasra has idenﬁed various deﬁning features of this sector.
Three quarters of organizaons deliver prevenve and ameliorave iniaves, but less than a
ﬁh oﬀer reconstrucve intervenons, such as livelihood creaon acvies, due to the high
cost of customizaon these intervenons require, resulng in a lack of scale.
Only one tenth of these organizaons are wholly focused on domesc violence work. Two
thirds of the organizaons surveyed spend less than half of their budget on domesc violence.
This is on account of the fact for some organizaons, domesc violence is one component
amongst many involving violence against women (e.g. traﬃcking, rape and foecide) while
others work more broadly on issues relang to women and children, partly in view of the
diﬃculty in entering and mobilize communies on a sensive, so-to-speak ‘private’ topic.
Non-proﬁt organizaons working on domesc violence were ﬁrst established in the 1980s, as
part of an increasingly popular and successful feminist movement.
Non-proﬁt organizaons work with a wide range of people, including men, women, children
and stakeholders. This is important since a holisc, high level approach to prevenng and
addressing domesc violence requires working with all groups.

Photo credit: www.newvision.co.ug
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Chapter 6: Funding Opons
Proﬁling high impact and scalable non-proﬁt organizaons
Dasra idenﬁed over 110 non-proﬁt organizaons throughout India to evaluate their approaches,
models and intervenons. Following a comprehensive diligence process, it has shortlisted and
highlighted 13 of these non-proﬁt organizaons, which represent high potenal investment
opons for donors.
Several of the following organizaons implement programs in addion to those that address
domesc violence. However, for the purpose of this report, Dasra has chosen to focus only on their
an-domesc violence iniaves. The chart below compares the most eﬀecve non-proﬁt
organizaons mapped to the most high impact intervenons, as discussed in the preceding chapter.
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Ahmedabad Women’s Acon Group (AWAG) Ahmedabad www.awagindia.org

2

• Founder Secretary: Dr. Ila Pathak • Founded: 1981 • Coverage: Gujarat
•Total Budget: INR 81 Lakhs ($135,000) • DV Budget: INR 81 lakhs ($135,000)
OVERVIEW
AWAG was established in 1981 to empower women and help
them ﬁght for their basic rights. The organizaon’s programs
and services reﬂect its holisc approach in tackling domesc
violence by providing support services and implemenng
training programs.
Support Services: The organizaon’s support services are
designed to meet survivors’ ameliorave requirements. These
include counseling, legal aid, police assistance, a short-stay
home, a 24 hour help line and crèche facilies.

Income-Generaon Acvies: Enabling women to be
ﬁnancially independent is essenal for their empowerment.
AWAG provides vocaonal training in tailoring and embroidery
work and in helping establish kitchen gardens. Addionally, the
group has created a garment co-operave with its own
dedicated retail outlet, EK AWAG.
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www.breakthrough.tv

oft,

• Director: Mallika Du • Founded: 1999 • Coverage: Pan India
• Total Budget: INR 400 Lakhs ($666,000) • DV Budget: INR 300 Lakhs ($500,00)

KEY INTERVENTIONS

Capacity Building of Stakeholders

Leverage Exisng Infrastructure

Awareness-Raising Workshops and Trainings: Through
workshops and training, AWAG sensizes various community
structures and service providers such as the police, village
leaders, adolescent girls’ groups, women leaders, protecon
oﬃcers, medical professionals, and village health and
sanitaon commiees. The group seeks to strengthen
mechanisms that support women at ground level.

Breakthrough Delhi

Community Mobilizaon

Counseling Services

Infrastructure Provision

Helplines

Vocaonal Training

AWAG operates four counseling centers in various communies
and three Police Counseling Centers at police staons in
collaboraon with the District Superintendent of Police.
AWAG, in consultaon with the Naonal Commission for
Women, operates a 24/7 helpline staﬀed by trained counselors,
whose coverage extends across western India.

OVERVIEW
Breakthrough was founded in 1999 to promote and improve
human rights, with a focus on women and gender equity. The
organizaon leverages mulmedia for community mobilizaon,
leadership development and strategic cross-sector partnerships
and engages young people and communies to challenge
violence and discriminaon against women.
Direct Support Services: Breakthrough trains communitybased and non-proﬁt organizaons, local stakeholders and
community leaders. Together with trained partners, it helps
mobilize communies against domesc violence. Mobilizaon
acvies include community awareness sessions consisng of
plays, puppet shows and video vans. Breakthrough builds peer
leaders through its ‘Rights Advocacy’ and ‘Master Training’
programs, and trains local service providers (e.g. government
employees and teachers) to provide essenal services such as
legal aid and counseling.
Developing and Delivering Media Strategy: Breakthrough’s
media campaigns include television, radio, print, video vans,
social media, mobile media, and street theatre. ‘Bell Bajao’,
Breakthrough’s largest campaign, calls on men to challenge
domesc violence while simultaneously empowering women
and girls to exercise their rights. Campaigns are disseminated
at both community and naonal level.

breakthrough

KEY INTERVENTIONS

Community Mobilizaon

Youth Engagement

Capacity Building of Stakeholders

Public Awareness

Research and Advocacy

By idenfying and coaching peer leaders from the same
community, Breakthrough creates role models for girls and also
provides a support system, which many of them lack in slums.
Peer leaders independently implement outreach events within
the community through use of popular culture and other forms
of cultural expression, such as puppet shows and theatre,
sensizing both men and women and calling upon the larger
community to take acon against domesc violence.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If women are empowered to assert their individuality and gain access to social jusce, then their self-awareness and self-worth is
raised, thereby enabling them to be equal contribung members towards a fair and just society.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If mass media and interacve training are used to make people more aware of violence and discriminaon against women, then
individuals are beer posioned to advocate for women’s rights. If large numbers of people stand up for the rights of women then
the world will be a safer and more secure place for all.

SCALABILITY
AWAG seeks to leverage its exisng relaonship with the Gujarat State Government to expand the scope of its training of community
stakeholders and ﬁrst responders to include Accredited Social Health Acvist (ASHA) workers, government-appointed protecon
oﬃcers, oﬃcials of Mul-Purpose Women Welfare Centers and counselors from family counseling centers throughout Gujarat. Over
the next two years, the group hopes to expand its unique police counseling center model from three to ten districts within the state
of Gujarat.

SCALABILITY
Breakthrough trains community leaders to take ownership and local non-proﬁt organizaons to implement the program, while
gradually withdrawing direct implementaon. Inially, Breakthrough directly implements the program. Subsequently, it monitors its
delivery through partners, provides on-going support and focuses on advocacy within states. The organizaon has established the
Breakthrough Instute to train non-proﬁt organizaons worldwide to implement its model for tackling domesc violence.

QUALITY INDICATORS

QUALITY INDICATORS

OUTREACH
AWAG undertakes work in Ahmedabad and in the rural areas of
Radhanpur and Rapar. Over the past two years, its counseling
centers have assisted over 1,200 women, 670 of whom sought
support from the police in connecon with their legal rights.
During the same period, AWAG has also built the capacity of
over 10,500 community structures and community service
providers.

ENDORSEMENTS
AWAG is supported at the highest level of policy making by
bodies such as the Naonal Commission for Women, The
Government of Gujarat’s Department of Women and Child
Development, and the Department of Health and Family
Welfare. Its projects have been supported by prominent donors,
including Oxfam, UNICEF, Ford Foundaon and CARE.

LEADERSHIP
Dr. Ila Pathak, the Founder Secretary has over thirty years of
experience concerning women’s issues. She serves as President
of the Gujarat Women’s Federaon and as Vice President of The
Women’s Internaonal League of Peace and Freedom. A group
of three secretaries oversees day-to-day operaons and leads a
team of 42 staﬀ members with strong backgrounds in
community development.

PARTNERSHIPS
AWAG’s co-operave unit has entered into a unique partnership
with Fabindia to serve as its supplier. The Government of
Gujarat has selected AWAG as a partner to provide various
community structures with capacity building support. The
organizaon has forged a partnership with the Naonal Instute
of Mental Health and Neurosciences to train its staﬀ in psychological and social counseling.

Ahmedabad Women’s Acon Group (AWAG)

OUTREACH
Since its incepon, Breakthrough has reached over 200 million
people through its media campaigns. Through direct
community intervenon, Breakthrough has reached over 7.5
million people. A strong focus on delivery of comprehensive
and high quality services has led to robust impact ﬁgures, such
as 91% men and 87% women advocang for community
intervenon against domesc violence in Uar Pradesh.

ENDORSEMENTS
Breakthrough’s work has been endorsed both by the United
Naons and the Government of India. It has been honored by
Avon Foundaon, and has won two Lions Awards for Global
Excellence in Communicaon. Breakthrough is supported by
prominent funding agencies, such as JRD Tata Trust, Vodafone
Foundaon, Ford Foundaon, Oxfam, UN Women, and the
American India Foundaon.

LEADERSHIP
Founder Mallika Du, who leads Breakthrough’s global pracce,
has over ten years of experience in working to promote human
rights. She is assisted by a team of 59 highly commied
employees led by Sonali Khan, who serves as Vice President,
overseeing operaons in India. Mallika is the co-founder of
SAKHI for South Asian Women and serves on several boards,
including the World Economic Forum’s Global Agenda Committee and Open Society Instute.

PARTNERSHIPS
Breakthrough maintains strong government and local
partnerships when implemenng its programs. Government
partners include the MWCD (Ministry of Women and Child
Development), NIPCCD (Naonal Instute of Public Cooperaon
and Child Development) and SIPCCD (State Instute of Public
Cooperaon and Child Development) and local partners include
Gamya, Sahayog and the Uar Pradesh Police.
Breakthrough
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Centre for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes (CEHAT) Mumbai www.cehat.org

• Coordinator: Padma Deosthali • Founded: 1994 • Coverage: Maharashtra
• Total Budget: INR 103 Lakhs ($171,000) • DV Budget: INR 12 Lakhs ($20,000)
OVERVIEW
CEHAT conducts research in areas pertaining to health, and
develops workable models to address systemic problems in the
healthcare sector, providing its experse and technical
assistance in the instuonalizaon of these models.
The Dilaasa model was conceived by CEHAT and the Municipal
Corporaon of Greater Mumbai (MCGM) in 2000. It involves
the training and sensizaon of healthcare providers, and the
establishment of crisis centers to aid survivors of domesc and
sexual violence. All healthcare providers in a given medical
instuon - nurses, aendants and doctors - are trained and
sensized to regard violence against women as a health issue.
As the program is intended to be organic, CEHAT believes in
‘training trainers’ from within instuonal staﬀ. Following
training, healthcare providers are expected to be able to
screen suspected cases of violence and provide treatment and
basic psycho-social support. They are also expected to refer
survivors to the Dilaasa crisis centers if required.
Two crisis centers have been established in the Bhabha
Hospitals in Bandra and Kurla, respecvely. They provide
extensive support to survivors and aempt to ensure their
future safety. The centers also arrange for short-term shelter at
the hospital when needed, and leverage exisng support
networks for women - e.g. Majlis, a legal support group - when
legal proceedings become necessary.
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Commiee of Resource Organizaons for Literacy (CORO) Mumbai www.coroindia.org

• Secretary: Sujata Khandekar • Founded: 1989 • Coverage: Maharashtra
• Total Budget: INR 197 Lakhs ($328,000) • DV Budget: INR 77 Lakhs ($128,000)

KEY INTERVENTIONS

Research and Advocacy

Capacity Building of Stakeholders

Leveraging Exisng Infrastructure

The Dilaasa model owes its eﬀecveness to exhausve research
by CEHAT. The public hospital network has maximized its
accessibility, and the organic approach to training and
management has ensured that the public health system has
assumed ownership of the program and is a stakeholder in its
success. This has manifested in the MCGM funding around 70%
of the program since 2006. The Central Government has also
expressed interest in leveraging CEHAT’s experse in an iniave
to establish 100 ‘One-Stop-Crisis-Centers’.

OVERVIEW
CORO uses a rights-based approach to address gender inequality
amongst marginalized groups through a comprehensive
community development model. The organizaon conducts four
primary intervenons that seek to create awareness and mobilize
diﬀerent stakeholders to address gender-based violence:
Mahila Mandal Federaon (MMF) is a CORO-iniated
self-help organizaon of women from urban slums. They
handle issues concerning violence against women, women’s
sexual and reproducve health, and access to basic amenies.
MMF is a collecve of women’s groups that idenﬁes issues
aﬀecng the community and takes decisive acon to tackle
problems at grassroots level.
Center for Leadership (CFL) is a grassroots leadership
development program that builds the capacies of potenal
leaders from the community to spearhead rights-based
collecve acvism on issues involving women’s empowerment
and social jusce.
Gender Sensizaon is an in-school iniave, forming part of
the Gender Equitable Movement in Schools (GEMS) and
Meena-Raju Manch program, which seeks to foster gender
equitable atudes and behaviour among adolescents by
engaging them in crical thinking and self-reﬂecon on issues
of gender and violence.
Research and Advocacy includes project implementaon,
intervenon research, and knowledge creaon to help share
best pracces and develop scalable models.

KEY INTERVENTIONS

Youth Engagement

Research and Advocacy

Community Mobilizaon

Counseling Services

MMF establishes case registraon centers in slum communies
run by trained community women, supported by a central legal
aid and counseling center to address special cases of domesc
violence. The GEMS Meena-Raju Manch program is run in
upper primary schools in partnership with the government, and
uses parcipatory methods such as group educaon acvies
and campaigns to engage students (especially boys). The Center
for Leadership is a year-long program that aims to idenfy and
develop potenal grassroots leaders through training,
experienal learning and peer learning.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If funconaries of the public health sector (doctors, nurses and aendants) are sensized towards viewing domesc violence as a
health sector concern, then survivors of domesc violence can be more eﬀecvely idenﬁed and assisted, due to the easy
accessibility of public hospitals. Sensive screening can lead to early idenﬁcaon, reducing domesc and sexual abuse of women.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If women from vulnerable communies are provided with adequate knowledge, skills and support to facilitate the development of
leadership skills, then they can become agents of social change. If rights-based leadership can be facilitated and women leaders are
created, then they can be empowered to access their basic rights, ensuring comprehensive community development.

SCALABILITY
The model is highly scalable; its success mainly depends on the willingness of public hospitals and the government to assume
ownership of the program. Addionally, the model has been replicated at a civil hospital in Shillong, and a maternity home in Bangalore.
With 100 ‘One-Stop-Crisis-Centers’ (OSCC) in 100 districts projected under the 12th Five Year Plan, the model could be scaled to all such
OSCCs. CEHAT believes it has a key role to play in this implementaon through consultaon, instrucon and training.

SCALABILITY
CORO’s vision is to become an eﬀecve training and resource organizaon for marginalized community development. Over the next
three years, MMF will be scaled across Maharashtra. The Center for Leadership will be expanded to include an advanced learning
program with the intenon of promong grassroots leadership development. Going forward, in-school sensizaon programs will
expand to include upper primary schools. CORO will also aim to eﬀect policy changes that include gender educaon.

QUALITY INDICATORS

QUALITY INDICATORS

OUTREACH
CEHAT’s network in Mumbai currently consists of 5 general
hospitals, 16 peripheral hospitals, 20 maternity homes, and 20
dispensaries. An esmated 400 women are referred to Dilaasa
crisis centers each year. On average, 250 immediately use
Dilaasa’s services, while between 60% and 70% of the remaining
women do so later.

ENDORSEMENTS
CEHAT representaves have provided expert analysis for several
naonal newspapers, including The Hindu and The Times of
India. CEHAT was requested by the Jusce Verma Commission to
provide its views concerning the instuonalizaon of a healthsector response to violence against women. CEHAT has many
well-regarded funders, including Ford Foundaon and UNDP.

OUTREACH
The MMF has a total membership of over 9000 women from
300 women’s groups. Addionally, 44 community case
registraon centers have been established in the ChemburTrombay region of Mumbai. Since 2008, 590 leaders from the
state have completed the grassroots leadership program.
Currently, the Meena-Raju Manch program is being
implemented in 24,000 primary schools in Maharashtra.

ENDORSEMENTS
CORO’s work has been supported by internaonal agencies such
as AconAid India, Paul Hamlyn Foundaon, Internaonal
Center for Research on Women (ICRW) and UNICEF. Domesc
funders include instuons such as Sir Dorabji Tata Trust and
Anu Aga Foundaon. The CFL is run in partnership with Leaders
Quest Foundaon, UK.

LEADERSHIP
CEHAT has adopted a democrac and parcipatory decisionmaking process. An elected working-group (WG) manages the
day-to-day funcons of the organizaon. Coordinator Padma
Deosthali, an ex-oﬃcio member of the WG, has worked with the
organizaon since its incepon and is a widely published
researcher. Currently, she is compleng her PhD. She also serves
on the Internaonal Board of IFHHRO.

PARTNERSHIPS
CEHAT is a member of several alliances, including the People’s
Health Assembly and the Internaonal Federaon for Health
and Human Rights Organizaons (IFHHRO). It has a close
relaonship with the Mumbai Government. The Deputy
Chairman of the Planning Commission, with representaves
from Ministry of Women and Child Development, has visited
CEHAT to understand the model.

LEADERSHIP
Secretary and Coordinator, Sujata Khandekar, is a founding
member of CORO and brings 24 years of experience to the
sector. She holds an MA from University of London and is also a
MacArthur Leadership Development Fellow. CORO’s board
includes 13 members with backgrounds in media, educaon
and consulng. MMF has a democracally elected 15-member
execuve council which is independently run and managed.

PARTNERSHIPS
CORO has conducted various projects in partnership with
research and academic instutes, such as Populaon Council
and Tata Instute of Social Sciences (TISS). CORO is a resource
agency for the Government of Maharashtra’s gender-based
educaon iniaves, having trained government teachers in the
Meena-Raju Manch module, which is being implemented as
part of the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan scheme.

Centre for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes (CEHAT)

Commiee of Resource Organizaons for Literacy (CORO)
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Centre for Social Research (CSR) New Delhi www.csrindia.org

6

• Director: Dr. Ranjana Kumari • Founded: 1983 • Coverage: Pan India
• Total Budget: INR 279 Lakhs ($465,000) • DV Budget: 85 Lakhs ($141,000)
OVERVIEW
CSR’s mission is to empower the women and girls of India,
guarantee their fundamental rights, and increase understanding
of social issues from a gender perspecve. CSR engages key
stakeholders – including men, boys and law enforcement
agencies – to change social mindsets and ensure that women
possess the resources they need to escape violence.
Crisis Intervenon Centers (CICs): CSR’s CICs in Delhi provide
counseling and free legal aid to vicms of domesc violence.
They also run mulple awareness generaon programs. Further,
CICs focus on engaging men and boys, community groups, and
local police to help prevent violence against women.
Gender Training Instute (GTI): GTI conducts capacitybuilding and training programs that focus on the role of gender
in communies, organizaons, businesses, government policy
and instuons. GTI has worked with a wide range of clients
including the Delhi Police, Haryana Government and State
Bank of India.
Advocacy and Capacity Building: CSR led the lobbying
campaign which resulted in the enactment of the Protecon of
Women from Domesc Violence Act, 2005. Currently, it
focuses on improving implementaon of the law through
research, awareness generaon, and capacity building of
police, judiciary, and service providers.
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• CEO: Will Muir • Founded: 2009 • Coverage: Pune
• Total Budget: INR 55 Lakhs ($91,000) • DV Budget: INR 55 Lakhs ($91,000)

KEY INTERVENTIONS

Research and Advocacy

Equal Community Foundaon (ECF) Pune www.ecf.org.in

Capacity Building of Stakeholders

Community Mobilizaon

Leverage Exisng Infrastructure

Counseling Services

Youth Engagement

Facilitate Networks

The CIC program seeks to end violence in several communies in
Delhi. Each CIC represents a safe space for women, and includes
an in-house expert to provide legal assistance and counselors to
oﬀer individual/family counseling. Vicms are provided with
medical treatment, given assistance in ﬁling charges, and help in
ﬁnding employment or skills training.

OVERVIEW
ECF regards violence against women as a man’s issue. It has
found that less than 5% of those non-proﬁt organizaons that
advocate for women’s empowerment, work with men. For this
reason, ECF was founded to ensure that every man in India has
the opportunity to study and pracse gender equality. ECF’s
programs are as below:
Acon for Equality (AfE) builds peer groups of boys aged 14 to
17 to tackle violence in their respecve communies. Mentors
deliver a foundaon course in gender equality through 20
modules taught over 15 weeks, covering topics such as
masculinity, sexual health and violence. 60% of women who
live with graduates of the program report experiencing less
violence as a result. Aer graduang, men volunteer to recruit
others to the course. The most commied graduates work with
parents and teachers to change the way these key groups raise
young boys, and lead the program in their own community.
Research provides evidence for program development. A
recent report called ‘What About the Boys?’ idenﬁes media,
parents and teachers as key inﬂuencers of men’s atudes. In
addion, ‘Man Up India!’ is a naonwide campaign launched
on March 8, 2013 to raise awareness of the role of men in
violence. Currently, ECF conducts corporate seminars as part
of its campaign to engage men to consider the issue of violence
against women.

KEY INTERVENTIONS

Youth Engagement

Research and Advocacy

Community Mobilizaon

Counseling Services

ECF mobilizes boys aged 14-17 who are encouraged by
program mentors, with leadership and peer support, to
develop the knowledge and skills they need to take acon in
their communies. Graduate program leaders go on to
mobilize groups of parents, teachers and media. ECF believes
it is vital to engage with adolescent males as they are the
future earners, husbands and fathers. It also ensures that
knowledge about women’s rights is retained within
communies, even aer ECF’s withdrawal.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If women understand their rights and have access to resources that help them escape violence, then they will be empowered to use
them to escape violence when it occurs. Addionally, if the root causes of violence are addressed by community engagement and
mobilizaon, then communies will become safer, violence-free spaces for women.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If men study and pracce gender equality with others they trust, then they will take personal acon to end violence against women
in their own community; and work with parents, teachers and the media to raise all men to respect women.

SCALABILITY
Going forward, CSR is focused on deepening and replicang the CIC model to provide more comprehensive services to survivors, such
as on-site medical treatment, professional psychological counseling, and more robust legal assistance. CSR also plans to involve the
police in developing and execung community safety plans, which are intended to make communies safer and more responsive to
violent crimes against women.

SCALABILITY
ECF is working to a six-year, $1 million plan to scale the AfE program across India through exisng networks of grassroots
organizaons that work with women. The AfE program is in a modular format, and all key elements have been documented to help
transfer knowledge to partners. The program is especially suited to the wide range of organizaons that have experience delivering
programs on HIV/AIDS and sexual health.

QUALITY INDICATORS

QUALITY INDICATORS

OUTREACH
CSR evaluates its success in terms of whether women are
empowered to make decisions aﬀecng their lives, inﬂuence
their communies, access jusce, and improve their standards
of living. Each year, CSR’s CICs service around 600 women
involved in direct cases of violence. Addionally, CSR has also
trained other stakeholders, including young people, community
men and the police, to become agents of change.

ENDORSEMENTS
CSR has Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) status,
recognized by the UN, and is a member of the Conference of
Non-Proﬁts (CONGO). CSR has been supported by major
instuons including the Embassy of the Republic of Germany,
UNDP, Asia Foundaon, and the Ministry of Women and Child
Development. CSR’s work has also been featured by the The
Times of India, The Economic Times and The Hindu.

LEADERSHIP
CSR is led by Dr. Ranjana Kumari, a prominent acvist and a
leading force in the women’s movement in India. Dr. Kumari is
the President of Women Power Connect and has served as
senior advisor to the Ministry of Labor, Government of India and
Coordinator of South Asian Forum for Women’s Polical
Empowerment. CSR’s Board is comprised of leaders from the
social sciences and members with business experse.

PARTNERSHIPS
CSR advises the government on plans to improve cross-sector
collaboraon to improve results under the Protecon of
Women from Domesc Violence Act. CSR is an Advisor to the
Naonal Mission for Empowerment of Women and Advisor to
Naonal Commission for Women. It is also a nodal agency for
iniang dialogue among government departments, non-proﬁt
organizaons, the police and media.

Centre for Social Research (CSR)

OUTREACH
Since January 2011, AfE has been delivered in 20 communies
and reached 40,000 people. 1,500 men have parcipated in the
program and 970 have graduated. ECF has published an
academic report ‘What About the Boys?’ researching how to
engage men to empower women, and has gathered over 1,000
pledges to support the ‘Man Up India!’ campaign.

ENDORSEMENTS
ECF’s work has been featured in Huﬃngton Post, Times Group’s
‘Amazing Indians’, and in TEDx Barcelona and TEDx Pune. In
2013, Will Muir was selected as an Ashoka Fellow and UK
delegate to the G8 Youth Summit. ECF has secured seed-funding
from UnLtd India, Savitri Waney Trust, iPartner India, Global
Fund for Children and Sigrid Rausing Trust.

LEADERSHIP
Will Muir is a graduate of the Dasra Social-Impact program, and
has thirteen years of management experience. In 2013, he was
selected as an Ashoka Fellow. Rujuta Teredesai, Co-founder and
Execuve Director has over seven years of experience working
with non-proﬁt organizaons and Program Director Danit
Shacham (12 years at Amnesty Internaonal) is instrumental in
leading program development at ECF. They are supported by a
strong 20 member program team.

PARTNERSHIPS
ECF only works in communies that have organizaons acvely
delivering programs for women. ECF partners with such groups
to leverage their contacts and infrastructure, and complement
their services for women empowerment. Partners comprise
non-proﬁt organizaons such as Akanksha, Swadhar and Deep
Griha, and corporates including Zensar, Suzlon and Forbes
Marshall. Since 2011, ECF has been an UnLtd India investee.

Equal Community Foundaon (ECF)
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Jagori

New Delhi www.jagori.org

8

• Director: Suneeta Dhar • Founded: 1984 • Coverage: Pan India
• Total Budget: INR 200 Lakhs ($333,000) • DV Budget: INR 30 Lakhs ($50,000)
OVERVIEW
Jagori was founded to help build a just society through encouraging
the inculcaon of feminist values. The organizaon works to end all
forms of violence against women including domesc violence
through the following intervenons:
Direct Intervenon: Jagori operates three centers in New Delhi
that provide counseling and referral services to survivors of
domesc violence. It also oﬀers similar services through a
telephone helpline and by email. Further, Jagori holds regular
group meengs for vicms of domesc violence to enable
healing and other forms of support.
Learning Workshops: Jagori shares its experiences of working
with survivors of domesc violence at workshops and
sensizaon training sessions. It organizes workshops for various
stakeholders including mahila panchayats, protecon oﬃcers,
helpline operators, mahila nyaya samis, police, community
paralegal workers, and other non-proﬁt organizaons
throughout India.
Advocacy and Campaigns: Jagori is acve in campaigns from
grassroots to naonal level. Together with SANGAT, it mobilized
organizaons and individuals in Delhi and naonwide in 2012 to
support the One Billion Rising Campaign to end violence against
women. As a member of the AMAN Network, Jagori also
supported advocacy eﬀorts to increase budget allocaons to
promote eﬀecve implementaon of the Protecon of Women
from Domesc Violence Act 2005.
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• Execuve Director: Indira Jaising • Founded: 1980 • Coverage: Pan India
• Total Budget: INR 183 Lakhs ($305,000) • DV Budget: INR 112 Lakhs ($186,000)

KEY INTERVENTIONS

Community Mobilizaon

Research and Advocacy

Public Awareness

Lawyers Collecve Women’s Rights Iniave (LCWRI)
Delhi & Mumbai www.lawyerscollecve.org

Counseling Services

Capacity Building of Stakeholders

Facilitate Networks

Jagori’s counseling centers oﬀer social, psychological, and
referral support to survivors of domesc violence. Counselors
ensure that the rights and autonomy of each woman are
central to her decision-making and choices, without
threatening her dignity and integrity. Peer educators support
vicms wishing to ﬁle FIRs at police staons, and access legal
support, or relevant health and medical services.

OVERVIEW
LCWRI began its campaign for a civil law on domesc violence in
the early 1990s. The organizaon played an important role in
helping create a naonwide consensus on the need for such a
law. Since the enactment of the PWDVA, LCWRI has focused on
securing its eﬀecve implementaon and in creang an enabling
environment in which women can access jusce and other
support services. The organizaon specializes in policy level
intervenons, including research and advocacy for law reform,
collaboraon with naonal training instuons to promote
capacity development of funconaries, and the conduct of
strategic ligaon through ‘Public Interest Ligaons’ (PIL) on
women’s issues, including domesc violence.
Legal Aid program of the LCWRI is based in Delhi and Mumbai,
and provides high quality legal services to women from
marginalized and vulnerable secons of society.
Capacity Development includes training programs for
protecon oﬃcers, service providers, police, legal services
authories and the judiciary. They seek to increase the visibility
of the roles of protecon oﬃcers and other service providers
and extend free legal aid, in accordance with the law against
domesc violence.
Monitoring & Evaluaon (M&E) seeks to evaluate the extent to
which the PWDVA is enforced. LCWRI assesses sample court
orders to evaluate outcomes in three key areas: protecon
against violence; right to residence; and speedy access to jusce.

KEY INTERVENTIONS

Research and Advocacy

Capacity Building of Stakeholders

Legal Case Management

LCWRI has produced six reports since 2005, which monitor and
evaluate implementaon of the PWDVA. It has devised various
tools to assess execuon in two control states. Under the
PWDVA, LCWRI has developed a training manual for protecon
oﬃcers and a manual for judges. Its legal team provides
counseling and legal aid to survivors on a need-based basis.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If patriarchy and unequal gender relaons embedded in society are transformed at structural levels through changes in laws and
pracces, consciousness raising and collecve eﬀorts of women and communies, then a gender-just, peaceful and non-violent
society can be built.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If stakeholders and beneﬁciaries are made aware of the exisng provisions for relief available under the Protecon of Women from
Domesc Violence Act (PWDVA), and monitoring measures are strengthened to improve its implementaon, then an enabling
environment can be created in which women can access jusce and other support services.

SCALABILITY
Jagori’s model leverages advocacy and partnerships with agencies, and ulizes technology, feminist counseling, women’s leadership
development, and experse of service providers and partners to achieve its objecves. Going forward, it is establishing a
comprehensive range of services to enable women survivors to access high quality support such as counseling, health, healing, and
legal advice and representaon. At the same me, Jagori is also working with agencies to prevent domesc and other forms of violence.

SCALABILITY
The model is designed to ensure that government is ulmately responsible and accountable for eﬀecve implementaon of the law.
LCWRI aims to serve as a resource agency that designs monitoring and training tools that government can adopt. It seeks to build a
research database that includes the synopsis of judicial orders and a state-based directory of sector experts. The organizaon
intends to conduct more strategic ligaon through PILs, for upholding the rights of vicms of violence.

QUALITY INDICATORS

QUALITY INDICATORS

OUTREACH
In 2012–13, Jagori supported more than 800 vicms of
domesc violence at its drop-in counseling centers, through its
telephone helpline and via email. In the past year, it has trained
over 6,500 women, young people and men on issues such as
gender, patriarchy, and violence against women. Jagori has also
partnered with over 100 organizaons in various campaigns to
end violence against women.

ENDORSEMENTS
Jagori was presented with the Roland Berger Human Dignity
Award in 2013 in recognion of its successful and longstanding
commitment to women’s rights and safety. The organizaon’s
work has featured in various newspapers including The Hindu,
Times of India, Livemint and The Wall Street Journal. Jagori’s
funder-partners include Bread for the World, Misereor,
DanChurchAid, UN Women, and UN Habitat.

OUTREACH
Between 2009 and 2012, LCWRI’s Legal Aid program handled
442 domesc violence cases in Delhi and 531 cases in Mumbai.
The organizaon analyzes the extent of protecon against
violence for women within the framework of marriage and
other domesc relaonships in its 6th M&E Report. It
summarizes the analysis of nearly 9,500 Magistrate/Sessions
Court Orders received over a period of nine months.

ENDORSEMENTS
LCWRI has been associated with various internaonal and
mul-naonal funding organisaons, parcularly Ford
Foundaon, MacArthur Foundaon, UNIFEM (renamed UN
Women) and United Naons Trust Fund to End Violence against
Women. Indira Jaising was awarded the Padma Shri for her
contribuon to public aﬀairs in 2005.

LEADERSHIP
Suneeta Dhar currently serves as Director of Jagori. Prior to this,
she has worked with the United Naons Development Fund for
Women, specialising in areas of gender training, adult and
general educaon and organisaonal development. The Jagori
collecve is comprised of 38 members from a wide range of
backgrounds, which includes acvists, community organizers,
and professionals with experience in social work.

PARTNERSHIPS
Jagori partners with women’s groups, community-based
organizaons, survivor collecves, rural and community
women’s federaons, internaonal and UN agencies, and
government departments. It is a member of the AMAN
Network, a naonal forum dedicated to ending domesc
violence, The Global Safe Cies Iniave, and SANGAT, a South
Asian Feminist Network.

LEADERSHIP
LCWRI was founded by Indira Jaising, who is also the Execuve
Director. Pracsing law since the early 1960s, she was the ﬁrst
woman to be appointed as Addional Solicitor General of India,
an oﬃce she currently holds. She is supported by a team of 10
lawyers engaged in professional and public interest work. Fees
from the former subsidize the public interest work.

PARTNERSHIPS
LCWRI has collaborated with naonal training instuons
including Naonal Instute of Public Cooperaon and Child
Development, Naonal Judicial Academy, Naonal Police
Training Instute and agencies such as Naonal Commission for
Women and the Naonal Mission for Empowerment of Women.
It also partners with various non-proﬁt organizaons including
CEHAT and ICRW.

Jagori

Lawyers Collecve Women’s Rights Iniave (LCWRI)
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Majlis

Mumbai

www.majlislaw.com

10

• Director: Flavia Agnes • Founded: 1991 • Coverage: Maharashtra
• Total Budget: INR 180 Lakhs ($300,000) • DV Budget: INR 180 Lakhs ($300,000)
OVERVIEW
Majlis is based in Mumbai, but operates across the state of
Maharashtra. It seeks to create a rights-based culture through
praccal intervenons.
Ligaon: The organizaon helps vicms of domesc violence
to take their cases to court. Its lawyers represent women in
Family, Magistrate, Sessions and High Courts. They advise
vicms on their legal rights, and seek to secure maintenance,
residences, compensaon and protecon for women who
have suﬀered domesc violence.
Training: Through courses, workshops and lectures, Majlis
trains various groups, including members of the judiciary,
police, public administrators, social workers, educaonal
instutes and corporate employees that deal with vicms of
domesc violence. These measures help parcipants to
develop feminist sensibilies and understand feminist rights,
enabling them to respond more sympathecally and eﬀecvely
to vicms of domesc violence.
Government Collaboraon: Majlis works closely with the
Government of Maharashtra to eﬀect fundamental long-term
changes in systems and atudes. The organizaon collaborates
with the Department of Women and Child Development to
ensure systemac implementaon of the Protecon of Women
from Domesc Violence Act under its ‘MOHIM’ program and
oﬀers socio-legal support to survivors of sexual abuse through
another program named ‘RAHAT’.
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Society for Nutrion, Educaon and Health Acon (SNEHA)
Mumbai www.snehamumbai.org

• Execuve Director: Vanessa D’souza • Founded: 1999 • Coverage: Mumbai
• Total Budget: INR 578 Lakhs ($963,000) • DV Budget: INR 60 Lakhs ($100,000)

HIGH IMPACT INTERVENTIONS

Legal Case Management

Capacity Building of Stakeholders

Research and Advocacy

Majlis provides high-quality legal services including ligaon,
mediaon and negoated selements. Its training programs
and government collaboraons prepare diﬀerent
stakeholders to deal with vicms more eﬀecvely. The
organizaon works closely with educaonal instuons and
engages students to increase their awareness of domesc
violence. It campaigns for changes in laws governing women’s
rights. It has published several books on domesc violence
and laws aﬀecng Muslim women.

OVERVIEW
SNEHA was founded by a group of doctors and social workers
led by Dr. Armida Fernandez, a neonatologist and former Dean
of Sion Hospital. During her tenure at the hospital, Dr.
Fernandez developed a perspecve on domesc violence and
antenatal health issues based on the experiences of underprivileged women. SNEHA’s work on domesc violence is
conducted through the organizaon’s ‘Prevenon of Violence
against Women & Children’ (PVWC) program. Its components
are as follows:
Crisis Intervenon: SNEHA’s crisis intervenon centers provide
medical care and both immediate and long-term counseling for
survivors and their families. SNEHA facilitates intervenons at
various levels by the police, and the provision of legal services
to vicms.
Developing Protocols: SNEHA develops protocols and
undertakes sensizaon of stakeholders who come into direct
contact with survivors, to help them advocate eﬀecvely for
the rights of women. So far, the program has focused on
assisng police personnel and public healthcare professionals.
Community Mobilizaon: SNEHA has established and trained
groups of men, women and young people to increase their
awareness around the issue of violence and the Protecon of
Women from Domesc Violence Act (PWDVA), encouraging
vigilance and catalysing immediate acon in communies.

HIGH IMPACT INTERVENTIONS

Youth Engagement

Research & Advocacy

Counseling Services

Capacity Building of Stakeholders

Community Mobilizaon

Leverage Exisng Infrastructure

SNEHA has established crisis intervenon centres at hospitals,
providing access, counseling and security for survivors. While
developing protocols for stakeholders, the organizaon focuses
on aspects of communicaon. It trains police personnel and
healthcare professionals on how to idenfy incidents of
domesc violence. Through regular workshops and trainings,
SNEHA has mobilized the community by establishing volunteer
groups to iniate primary counseling and generate awareness
of issues concerning sexuality, gender roles and violence.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If women are aware of their rights and can access them, and if all those who deal with vicms are properly trained and adequately
sensized, then women will acquire the conﬁdence to ﬁght against violence and live with dignity.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If women are empowered to demand their right to a life free of violence by negoang control over their own lives, if families and
communies are empowered to prevent and respond to gender-based violence, and exisng public systems of health, law enforcement
and the judiciary are strengthened, then the well-being of women and children in urban areas can be signiﬁcantly improved.

SCALABILITY
Majlis has worked closely with vicms of domesc violence for the past 25 years and possesses considerable experse and
understanding of the issues surrounding such crimes, parcularly from the vicm’s perspecve. It has held legal rights lectures for
educaonal instuons, conducted para-legal courses for social workers, law implementaon training for police, and skill-building
training for women’s rights ligaon, for lawyers. Majlis plans to scale its training through a learning center to build capacies and
provide sustained support for all state-appointed stakeholders and non-proﬁt organizaons that deal with vicms of domesc violence.

SCALABILITY
Acknowledging the increasing role of the community in crisis intervenons, SNEHA seeks to further empower it by increasing the
number of volunteers from 340 to 745 over the next three years, creang peer-leaders, and replicang the organizaon’s model in
other slum establishments in Mumbai. Going forward, SNEHA will leverage government hospital infrastructure to replicate its
counseling services. It plans to establish Women Out-Paent Departments (OPD) in three hospitals, staﬀed by trained personnel.

QUALITY INDICATORS

QUALITY INDICATORS

OUTREACH
Majlis has successfully represented over 50,000 women ligants
throughout Maharashtra. Between 2003 and 2010, it operated
the District Lawyer Fellowship Program. Each year 100 lawyers
from remote state districts aended an orientaon program,
from which 15 were selected for a year of training. Currently
Majlis is training 600 police oﬃcials from 12 zones of Mumbai.

ENDORSEMENTS
Flavia Agnes, the founder of Majlis, was awarded the 11th
Annual Kelvinator Gr8! Women Award in 2012. Majlis has
featured in various press publicaons, including The Times of
India, Hindustan Times, Indian Express and online news portals
such as Tehelka.

LEADERSHIP
Flavia Agnes, the founder of Majlis, is a women’s rights lawyer
by profession. She has been a pioneer of the women’s
movement since the 1980s and has worked consistently on
issues connected with gender and law reforms. Her
autobiography has been translated into several languages.
Other books published by Oxford University Press include `Law
& Gender Inequality’ and ‘Women and Law’ (co-editor).

PARTNERSHIPS
Majlis’ key partners include the Government of Maharashtra
and various community-based organizaons. It has signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with the government to train,
guide, supervise and monitor stakeholders appointed under
the Protecon of Women from Domesc Violence Act at taluka,
district and state levels, to improve the law’s eﬀecveness.
Majlis has partnered with several non-proﬁt organizaons such
as CORO, SNEHA and CEHAT.

Majlis

OUTREACH
In 2012-13, SNEHA support enabled 822 women to receive crisis
intervenon and counseling, and 198 women to access legal
advice. In addion, 480 public healthcare professionals and 354
police oﬃcers were given protocol training to deal with
survivors of domesc violence. Further, 216 youth volunteers
were trained on gender issues, and have been campaigning to
make violence an issue of public concern.

ENDORSEMENTS
Recognized as a leading authority in dealing with cases of
violence against women, SNEHA was secretary of the
Maharashtra chapter of the AMAN Network in 2012-13. The
organizaon’s eﬀorts in arguing that domesc violence is a
maer of public concern have been featured in 26 media arcles
in 2012-13. The PVWC program has been funded by leading
donors including Sir Dorabji Tata Trust and Ford Foundaon.

LEADERSHIP
Dr. Nayreen Daruwalla, Director of the PVWC program holds a
Doctorate in Social Psychology. She has 18 years of experience in
handling mental health issues, including counseling, crisis
intervenon, community engagement and training. For the past 22
years, she has worked extensively in areas connected with violence
against women and children, both in India and internaonally.
Currently, she leads a team of 36 members at SNEHA.

PARTNERSHIPS
SNEHA works with the District Legal Services Authority to
provide legal aid in support of beneﬁciaries. Since 2006, the
organizaon has partnered with UNICEF to conduct urban
micro-planning of households in Dharavi. During the same
period, SNEHA, with its strong research focus, has also worked
in partnership with University College, London to study violence
against marginalized women.
Society for Nutrion, Educaon and Health Acon (SNEHA)
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Swayam Kolkata

www.swayam.info
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• Execuve Director: Anuradha Kapoor • Founded: 1995 • Coverage: West Bengal
• Total Budget: INR 77 Lakhs ($128,000) • DV Budget: INR 68 Lakhs ($113,000)
OVERVIEW
Swayam was founded in 1995 to provide holisc support services
to women facing violence in their lives. Through its intervenons,
the organizaon focuses on empowerment by adopng a woman
-centric approach, which looks beyond a vicm’s immediate need
for support to encourage self-conﬁdence, self-suﬃciency and
self-reliance. Its intervenons combine prevenve, ameliorave
and reconstrucve services; the organizaon believes that a
mul-faceted, holisc approach is key to addressing such a
complex issue eﬀecvely.
Direct Support Services: Swayam works with women survivors of
violence and their families. It provides a porolio of individual and
group services, which may typically include counseling,
legal/child/healthcare support, liaising with police, vocaonal
training, a drop-in center, workshops, establishment of support
groups, and provision of recreaonal acvies.
Iniaves for Social Acon and Change (ISAAC): This program
seeks to smulate widespread social awareness of the problems
caused by violence against women, and encourage responses by
society to end gender-based violence. This is achieved through
community mobilizaon and outreach, capacity building,
networking, training, campaigns, research and publicaons.
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Resource Center for Intervenons on Violence Against Women (TISS)
Mumbai www.ss.edu

• Director: Trup Panchal • Founded: 2008 • Coverage: Pan India
• Total Budget: INR 86 Lakhs ($143,000) • DV Budget: INR 70 lakhs ($116,000)

KEY INTERVENTIONS

Community Mobilizaon

Youth Engagement

Capacity Building of Stakeholders

Public Awareness

Counseling Services

Research and Advocacy
Infrastructure Provision

Through its community outreach program, Swayam conducts
workshops and training for stakeholders, including the police,
judiciary and young people. Its case workers and lawyers work
with survivors to provide legal, social and psychological
counseling both in person and by phone. In-person
counseling is conducted at the organisaon’s support center
which, together with its drop-in center, provides a safe space
for vicms, and also a place where most individual group
support services such as workshops and support group
sessions for survivors can take place.

OVERVIEW
The Resource Center for Intervenons on Violence Against
Women (RCI-VAW) nurtures eﬀecve intervenons
by stakeholders concerning violence against women. It does
this through training and research to enable a deeper
understanding of the problem and of the means to address it.
In 1984, Tata Instute of Social Sciences (TISS), in collaboraon
with the Maharashtra state police, established the Special Cell
for Women to provide socio-legal services to women facing
violence. The experience of engaging with survivors in this
forum led TISS to realize the need for a dedicated resource
center to tackle the issue of violence against women,
parcularly by focusing on strengthening the Special Cells. As a
result, RCI-VAW was founded in 2008. For the past 30 years,
Special Cells have provided a wide range of legal and welfare
services to innumerable women, served as a training site for
young social work students, and demonstrated that a strategic
alliance with the police can signiﬁcantly improve the quality of
support available to women. Since 2005, Special Cells have
been working under the Department of Home Ministry, and
Department of Women and Child Development of the State of
Maharashtra, and have been replicated in many districts within
the state. As of 2014, 144 Special Cells have been sanconed to
operate throughout Maharashtra. Due to its success in
Maharashtra, Special Cells have been established in other
states such as Gujarat, Rajasthan, Delhi, Odisha, Andhra
Pradesh and Haryana.

KEY INTERVENTIONS

Research & Advocacy

Leverage Exisng Infrastructure

Legal Case Management

Capacity Building of Stakeholders

Counseling Services

RCI-VAW consists of experienced past or present praconer
members of Special Cells in Maharashtra, who help
instuonalize similar facilies in other states. As a resource
center, the RCI-VAW trains new social workers, helps develop
context speciﬁc strategies, and evaluates the work of new cells.
It also leverages its relaonships with state authories to
conduct research on issues concerning gender-based violence.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If women facing violence are empowered and made self-reliant, then they will be able to move forward with conﬁdence and dignity
to exercise control over their lives, leading to a just and equitable world, where there is peace, tolerance, cooperaon, and equality
between men and women.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If survivors of domesc violence are provided with support and social services through the development of a strategic alliance with
the police to ensure a more co-ordinated, coherent and thorough response to violence, then women will enjoy equal rights and a
life free from violence.

SCALABILITY
Going forward, the organizaon plans to broaden the coverage of its community mobilizaon program in the suburbs of Meabruz
and Diamond Harbour in Kolkata. It seeks to increase interacon with young people through its community outreach programs. Since
the organizaon believes that the health system is the weakest link in the provision of services accessed by survivors, it works closely
with the Health Department of the State of West Bengal to train staﬀ and place dedicated personnel at government hospitals.

SCALABILITY
RCI-VAW has eﬀecvely developed the eﬃcacy of its Special Cell model in Maharashtra; as a result the government has authorized
the establishment of 144 such facilies across the state. Through the quality of its work and its ability to leverage relaonships with
several government instuons, RCI-VAW has successfully advocated the adopon of Special Cells in Haryana, Gujarat, Rajasthan
and three other states. TISS plans to scale the Special Cells to more states and increase the number of cells in exisng states.

QUALITY INDICATORS

QUALITY INDICATORS

OUTREACH
Over the past two years, Swayam has served over 1,750 women
and their families by providing direct support services, and has
reached out to over 57,000 individuals through its community
mobilizaon and ISAAC programs. The organizaon’s strong
focus on high quality services has had a major impact on the
treatment of survivors of abuse, with over 70% of women
beneﬁng from increased conﬁdence.

ENDORSEMENTS
Swayam’s work in Kolkata has been featured by many highly
regarded media organizaons such as The Guardian, NDTV, The
Times of India, The Indian Express, Hindustan Times and The
Hindu. Since its incepon, the organizaon has been supported
by several major instuons including Ford Foundaon, Oak
Foundaon, Cardinal Leger Foundaon, UNIFEM and Global
Fund for Children.

OUTREACH
In 2012, TISS maintained 34 operaonal Special Cells in
Maharashtra, which reported a cumulave total of 28,919
cases. The program has supported over 50,000 women through
one me intervenons. In 2013, the government approved the
opening of 144 cells in Maharashtra and to increase the number
of cells in six other states. Each cell receives an average of 250
complaints from women annually.

ENDORSEMENTS
RCI-VAW has worked with the Government of India, the
Department of Home Ministry, and Department of Women and
Child Development in states such as Haryana, Maharashtra,
Gujarat and Delhi to open Special Cells. The organizaon has
received funding from donors such as OXFAM and UNDP. In
Haryana, Special Cell workers are legally empowered as
protecon and prohibion oﬃcers to ensure the eﬀecve
implementaon of the law against domesc violence.

LEADERSHIP
Founder and Director, Anuradha Kapoor has over twenty years
of experience working on issues related to gender-based
violence. She is an Ashoka and Eisenhower Fellow and a
regular speaker at workshops and seminars held in India and
worldwide. She leads a team of 23 full me staﬀ, many of
whom have worked with Swayam for over ten years and
possess strong backgrounds in working on women’s issues.

PARTNERSHIPS
Swayam iniated AMAN: Global Voices for Peace in the Home, an
internaonal network of organizaons involved in combang
domesc violence. It is also an acve member of various other
networks such as Maitree, SANGAT (South Asian Network for
Gender Acvists and Trainers), Bhavna and Muslim Women’s
Rights Network. In 2006, Swayam organized the Naonal
Conference on Autonomous Women’s Movements in Kolkata.

LEADERSHIP
Project Director, Trup Panchal is Assistant Professor at the Center
for Equity for Women, Children & Families (CEWCF), School of
Social Work. She has over twenty years of experience working on
issues connected with domesc violence. Anjali Dave, Associate
Professor at CEWCF, one of the ﬁrst cell workers and ex-Project
Director, is Advisor to RCI-VAW. They are supported by nine team
members at RCI-VAW and 28 Cell workers and co-ordinators.

PARTNERSHIPS
RCI-VAW has worked with the Government of India, UN Women
and UNDP to demonstrate and replicate Special Cells on a pilot
basis in select districts of Madhya Pradesh and Haryana. The
organizaon also works with the Department of Women and
Child Development in various states. Addionally, it provides
and monitors training of members of Special Cells run by
partner non-proﬁt organizaons.

Swayam

Resource Center for Intervenons on Violence Against Women (TISS)
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Vimochana

Bangalore

www.vimochana.in

• President: Corinne Kumar • Founded: 1979 • Coverage: Karnataka
• Total Budget: 116 Lakhs ($193,000) • DV Budget: INR 116 Lakhs ($193,000)
OVERVIEW
Vimochana, meaning “liberaon”, was founded in 1979 by
employees of the Centre for Informal Educaon and Development
Studies (CIEDS Collecve). Vimochana was inspired by an intense
need for a public forum that supported organized resistance to
increasing violence against women and was asserve in
challenging widespread apathy to problems faced by women in
the context of larger structures of violence and power.
Direct Support: Vimochana works individually and collecvely
with vicms of violence, by providing moral and legal assistance,
counseling, healthcare, vocaonal training and follow-up
assistance in dealing with the police. It seeks a universal
commitment to reject violence within the home and society.
Campaign and Advocacy: Vimochana networks at all levels
through focused public campaigns, including the ‘Movement
to Defend a Woman’s Right’ and global campaigns such as
‘Women in Black’ and ‘Courts of Women’. The organizaon
seeks to promote non-violent forms of conﬂict resoluon,
while drawing public and state aenon to speciﬁc issues that
require deﬁnive changes in policy.
Trainings and Workshops: The organizaon also provides
gender training to the police, government authories and
other acvist groups.

KEY INTERVENTIONS

Research and Advocacy

Public Awareness

Leverage Exisng Infrastructure

Capacity Building of Stakeholders

Counseling Services

Facilitang Networks

Infrastructure Provision

Vimochana’s own crisis intervenon center and shelter home,
and the team’s representaon at the Victoria Hospital Burns
Ward, have enabled it to develop an integrated and holisc
approach to counseling and crisis intervenon. By hosng
group meengs, resolving problems through structures (e.g.
jamaats), holding creave workshops with media groups, and
conducng other forms of intervenon, it seeks to mobilize
the collecve conscience of the community to oppose
violence against women.

THEORY OF CHANGE
If we adopt and develop a mul-layered approach, including crisis intervenon, campaigns, community-based iniaves, and create
space for alternave concepts of jusce and redressal, then we will be successful in eradicang violence against women.
SCALABILITY
The organizaon plans to scale-up and deepen current iniaves to reach out to more vicms of violence. Such measures will
include direct support services, such as crisis intervenon centers, community mobilizaon and craing alternave forms of
women-centered dispute resoluon methods, such as out-of-court selements. Also, it will help promote a number of social forums
(e.g. Courts of Women) in which women can obtain jusce.

QUALITY INDICATORS
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OUTREACH
Vimochana has provided counseling, legal support, shelter and
healthcare facilies to over 2000 women in 2012-13. Of these,
over 600 received help through individual counseling, around
800 at the Victoria Hospital Burns Ward, and others through
urban communies. Further, the team has reached out to
several thousand people through public programs including
workshops and training.

ENDORSEMENTS
Vimochana has been funded by several leading organizaons
including Bread for the World, Global Fund for Women and UN
Women. The team has also collaborated with over 100
organizaons and individuals worldwide such as Indian Social
Instute, Australian Naonal Commission of Refugee Women,
and CREA - for the India Court of Women on Dowry and Related
Forms of Violence.

LEADERSHIP
Vimochana is a member of a larger collecve, The Society for
Informal Educaon and Development Studies (SIEDS).
Vimochana has a team of 36 full-me members led by Corrine
Kumar, its President. All team members are highly
experienced, with a majority having worked with Vimochana
for more than twenty years. A large share of the team consists
of counselors and community acvists.

PARTNERSHIPS
Vimochana has strong relaonships with the government. It is a
member of various government bodies including The Sexual
Harassment Commiee of Karnataka, and has received funding
from the Central Ministry of Health and Family Welfare for
various projects. It is also an acve member of networks such as
AMAN, Muslim Women’s Rights Network, Asian Women’s
Human Rights Council and India Social Forum.

Vimochana

Photo credit: www.childfundalliance.org

“It is me for all of us to assume our responsibility to go beyond condemning this
behavior, to taking concrete steps to end it, to make it sociably unacceptable, to
recognize it is not cultural, it is criminal.”
– Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton

Recommendaons and Conclusion
Domesc violence is not just a violaon of an individual woman’s basic human right to life, liberty,
and freedom from violence. While the human rights angle to this issue is undeniably important,
it is crucial to wake up to the fact that domesc violence is a public health epidemic that directly
impedes both the social and economic development of a country.
Because the normalizaon of this form of violence is steeped in longstanding patriarchal
structures and gender roles, an eﬀecve soluon requires a concerted and coordinated response
on many levels. Everyone has a role to play - be it the government, development agencies, nonproﬁts, corporates, media, research instuons or donors. Let us start NOW to save India’s
children from inevitably becoming tomorrow’s vicms.
The recommendaons contained in this secon reinforce ideas and suggesons included in
preceding chapters and provide a framework to build the capacity of the eco system aimed at
tackling domesc violence in India.

Integrang the domesc violence agenda with other development sectors
Eﬀorts to address domesc violence must be integrated with those of other development sectors
such as educaon, employment, and the empowerment of women. For example, establishing
relaonships with those working in educaon to ensure that school curricula include gender
sensive modules and that teachers are trained to model such behaviour will, in me, decrease
violence against women, including domesc abuse. Similarly, connecng with systems that seek
to empower women by improving opportunies for livelihoods or those that provide leadership
training will help reduce their innate vulnerability to such violence, ensuring robust outcomes and
promong lasng change.

Recommendaons for proﬁcient programing and service delivery
Leveraging innovave and successful models
During the past few years, several highly innovave models have been developed, including
special cells in police staons and crisis intervenon centers in hospitals. All have helped to
provide ameliorave support to vicms. Similarly, gender equality programs integrated into
school curricula have promoted gender neutral behaviour during pupils’ formave years, when
negave atudes and an-social behaviour can be eﬀecvely challenged. Both state and nonstate organizaons must now work hard to leverage their resources to build on these successes
and encourage others to follow in their footsteps. They can do so by sharing informaon on the
nature of these models and how they work with relevant local authories and agencies, and by
helping them build their capacies to replicate these models eﬀecvely in their respecve
geographical areas of operaon.

Recommendaons for building a sustainable eco system for the issue of domesc violence
Promong partnerships and networks to deliver a comprehensive response
No single stakeholder can combat domesc violence alone. Instead, many must work together to
eradicate its scourge. While the government has a key role to play, PWDVA agencies including
protecon oﬃcers, the police, judiciary, and healthcare and other service providers must work
together to ensure their acons are eﬀecve. There are also enormous opportunies for other
stakeholders such as corporates, media, academia and research instuons to supplement the
substanal eﬀorts of development agencies and non-proﬁt organizaons to date. Such groups
may contribute their unique resources and experse through innovave forms of support for
those dealing with domesc violence, including hard-hing markeng campaigns, technology
soluons, and knowledge creaon and sharing. Eﬀecve networking and partnerships amongst all
those involved will also enable synchronized objecves to be set, roles to be deﬁned, and
responsibilies allocated. This will also support the eﬃcient use of resources, and complement
eﬀorts to provide a comprehensive and mely response.
Undertaking advocacy to intensify polical support and resources
Over the years, internaonal development agencies and non-proﬁt organizaons concerned with
the issue of domesc violence have relentlessly advocated strong, customized laws to
appropriately address this complex medico-legal and social issue. While the resulng legislaon
(PWDVA) itself is well-draed, connued campaigning is necessary to enhance polical
commitment, and increase budgetary and human resources, to ensure that the vast scale of the
problem can be adequately addressed.
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Monitoring and evaluaon to idenfy evidence-based approaches
Many non-proﬁts implemenng measures to combat domesc violence have not integrated
rigorous monitoring and evaluaon mechanisms within their programs, due to a lack of ﬁnancial
and human resources. Regular in-house monitoring of programs including their periodic
evaluaon by a credible independent consultant helps measure the extent to which an
organizaon’s objecves are being met and provides informaon to improve their eﬀecveness.
Such evaluaons will also be immensely useful to idenfy the most cost eﬀecve and / or most
scalable, high-impact intervenons – thereby informing policy, as also enhancing visibility for the
sector and aracng new and major funders.

Conclusion
Domesc violence is a human rights abuse that covertly denies millions of women and children
their basic rights to liberty and civilized existence. Silently, yet signiﬁcantly, it impedes both social
and economic development, generaon aer generaon. This situaon demands the urgent
aenon of policy makers, donors and society at large. The sheer scale of the issue calls for a
strong thrust from each and every individual to recognize their ability to play a role, big or small,
in confronng, prevenng and ulmately eradicang domesc violence. The generosity and
commitment of donors can contribute substanally to supporng and scaling suitably idenﬁed
and screened non-proﬁt organizaons working to prevent and / or ameliorate the eﬀects of
domesc violence. Dasra recommends that strategic donors priorize this subject and play their
part by providing catalyc support to this area.
Recommendaons and Conclusions
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Appendix I

Appendix II

IDAs and private foundaons involved in tackling domesc violence

Criteria used to deﬁne ‘impact’ and ‘scale’

UN Women
UN Women has played a key role in championing the cause of domesc violence by working with
governments to help them adopt and enact laws consistent with internaonal standards.99 It also
ﬁnances non-proﬁt organizaons working in this area, and was a major funder of the award
winning Bell Bajao campaign delivered through the Breakthrough Trust which urged 130 million
men and boys to take a stand against domesc violence (discussed in more detail in Chapter IV).

Deﬁning impact

The Ford Foundaon
The Ford Foundaon provides resources through its focus on Protecng Women’s Rights,
direcng $5 million in global funding into the ﬁeld in 2013. It played a pivotal role in enabling the
creaon and passage of the PWDVA by providing start-up funding to Lawyers Collecve, a nonproﬁt organizaon with a mandate to provide legal aid to survivors of domesc violence, sexual
harassment and sexual assault.100 Lawyers Collecve idenﬁed the need for a civil law on domesc
violence, draed the bill in 1999, and held several consultaons and lobbied with various groups
for its passage unl 2005. Recognizing the important role of the public health system in
responding to women vicms of violence, the Ford Foundaon is a major funder of the
pioneering public-private partnership, the Dilaasa center (discussed in more detail in Chapter IV).

The Asia Foundaon
A more recent supporter is Asia Foundaon, a private foundaon whose focus on domesc
violence started in 2010. It has supported iniaves to evaluate and strengthen implementaon
of the PWDVA, as well as policy advocacy and prevenon measures. The Asia Foundaon provides
funds to non-proﬁt organizaons, which seek to increase the capacity of government protecon
oﬃcers, police, service providers, civil society representaves, family welfare workers, and
self-help group members in Haryana, Meghalaya, and Uar Pradesh. Its partners on the ground
include organizaons such as CREA, Breakthrough Trust, North East Network (NEN), Centre for
Social Research (CSR), Dalit Foundaon, and Instute of Social Studies Trust.

The Oak Foundaon
Another signiﬁcant funder to the domesc violence sector in India is the Geneva-based Oak
Foundaon. Between 2008 and 2010, its Issues Aﬀecng Women program provided
approximately $ 500,000 in grants to non-proﬁt organizaons working to combat violence against
women. The Oak Foundaon is commied to addressing the root causes of intra-familial violence
by invesng in iniaves that create awareness among women and girls of their rights, promote
a “posive masculinies” approach, and oﬀer services to violent and abusive men who want to
change their behavior.

Proximity to end beneﬁciary: Measures that involve direct contact with a vicm, such as legal
case management, more deeply impact individuals than indirect acvies, such as facilitang
networks.
Duraon of engagement: Intervenons that involve engagement with beneﬁciaries over a
longer period may potenally have a greater impact on their lives and situaons than a one-oﬀ
short-term engagement.
Evidence for eﬀecveness: Intervenons may be eﬀecve on paper, but the ground reality may
be quite diﬀerent. For example, the availability of a good shelter home can ideally have a major
impact on the ability of a domesc violence vicm to leave her household and seek respite.
However, at present, there are virtually no shelter homes that accept women with children or
provide a supporve environment for a vicm who may have suﬀered severe physical and mental
trauma. Such an intervenon is therefore rated lower on impact.
Ability to empower the end beneﬁciary: Intervenons which empower the vicm can bring
about more lasng impact on end beneﬁciaries.
Deﬁning scale
The evident availability of required resources: This would include human and ﬁnancial
resources. For example, the need for skilled medical praconers to provide a service in urban
slums may be a factor liming an increase in scale. On the other hand, relavely few resources
are required to train community members to deliver a service, inherently making it a more
scalable intervenon.
Gestaon period: This refers to the me required to realize impact once a program has started.
For example, it takes longer for evidence-based advocacy to provide beneﬁts to the vicm (owing
to the need for gathering data, analyzing informaon, advocang for change by the government,
securing acceptance of change and implemenng legislaon) than, for example, a powerful and
well-distributed public awareness campaign. Consequently, advocacy is deemed less scalable.
Partnerships leveraged: This refers to the use of partnerships and other organizaons to reach
out to more people. For example, intervenons that train or build the capacity of other
organizaons have the potenal to aﬀect more beneﬁciaries in a shorter me than those that
implement the program in communies directly. They are also less expensive to deliver and will
therefore qualify as more scalable.

Oxfam India
Through its Gender Jusce campaign, Oxfam India has addressed the issue of violence against
women in 13 Indian states through various programs and campaigns, such as the We Can
campaign which reached out to more than 2.5 million women and 1.4 million men since its launch
in 2004.101 As well as running campaigns, Oxfam India works with state governments, advocang
beer implementaon of the PWDVA. It also provides legal and emoonal support services to
women aﬀected by violence, through its partner civil society organizaons working on the
ground. In the past year Oxfam has worked with 33 partners in 13 states, directly reaching over
450,000 women and approximately 500,000 men.102
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Appendix III

Geographical Locaon

Non-proﬁt mapping methodology
Dasra’s non-proﬁt mapping included site visits to witness programs on the ground and interact
with beneﬁciaries, in-depth personal interviews with managers of non-proﬁt organizaons,
phone interviews and desk research.
The operaonal diligence process was as follows:
Inial Mapping: The mapping process ﬁrst collated a comprehensive list of non-proﬁt
organizaons working within the sector. This list was compiled through internet research,
interviews with parcipants in Dasra Social Impact (Dasra’s Execuve Educaon Program) and
referrals from sector experts. Inial mapping yielded a list of over 110 non-proﬁt organizaons
throughout India.
On-Call Interviews: The second stage involved idenfying those non-proﬁt organizaons that
allocate signiﬁcant resources to an an-domesc violence program. A total of 47 were selected
for on-call interviews. Informaon for this stage was gathered from telephonic interviews with the
heads or program heads of these organizaons. The interviews discussed:
Proporon of total non-proﬁt budget allocated to tackling domesc violence
Outreach of the an-domesc violence program since its incepon and over the previous year
(2012–13)

New Delhi
Breakthrough
CSR
Jagori
MARG
Nirantar

Ahmedabad
AWAG

Kolkata
ISW
Swayam

Mumbai
Pune

Extent of diversiﬁcaon by program area
Organizaonal and an-domesc violence program team size
Addional informaon gathered included the years in which the non-proﬁt organizaon and
an-domesc violence program were established, the organizaon’s theory of change, its
geographical coverage, operaonal model, and intervenons implemented. Based on the
informaon provided, Dasra selected 17 non-proﬁt organizaons to visit.

CEHAT
CORO
Lawyers Collecve
Majlis
SNEHA
Stree Muk Sanghatana
TISS

ECF

Bangalore
Vimochana

Site Visits: The third stage of mapping consisted of meengs with managers and ﬁeld staﬀ of the
non-proﬁt organizaon, seeing ﬁrst-hand its operaonal model, and understanding how
eﬀecvely its theory of change was being translated into impact on the ground. Dasra spent 2-3
days with each non-proﬁt organizaon acquiring detailed informaon about the organizaon in
general and its an-domesc violence program in parcular, including the evoluon of the
program, its model, management structure, program ﬁnancials, outreach and outcomes
achieved. This stage was used to idenfy those non-proﬁt organizaons that would be highlighted
in this report and recommended for funding. The criteria used to shortlist were as follows:
Program structure and documentaon
Management team
Growth over the previous three years (2011, 2012, 2013)
Future scaling plans
Proven outcomes/impact

Workshop: As part of its research, Dasra invited all organizaons visited to parcipate in a
capacity building workshop. This was aended by 19 parcipants from 14 non-proﬁt
organizaons. Using a curriculum and a facilitaon methodology from Dasra’s globally recognized
Dasra Social Impact Execuve Educaon program, the workshop helped to strengthen these
organizaons’ strategic thinking, their impact assessment methodology and operaonal planning
and communicaons with donors and stakeholders. The workshop also provided an opportunity
for Dasra to present its research ﬁndings and framework to the leading non-proﬁt experts in the
an-domesc violence sector. Their input has been included in this report.

Current partnerships (government, academia, internaonal NGOs, other non-proﬁt organizaons)
External endorsements (historical and current funders, presgious awards)
Based on the evaluaon of these criteria, Dasra has idenﬁed and proﬁled 13 established nonproﬁt organizaons (see Chapter VI) implemenng high impact an-domesc violence programs
in India.
The following map shows the geographical distribuon of the 17 an-domesc violence nonproﬁt organizaons visited by Dasra.
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Non-proﬁt Organizaons

Appendix IV

Ahmedabad Women's Acon Group (AWAG)

www.awagindia.org

Breakthrough

www.breakthrough.tv
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Recovering and Healing from Incest (RAHI)

Human Rights Law Network

Internaonal Foundaon for Crime Prevenon and Vicm Care www.pcvconline.org
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YWCA

www.wedtrusndia.org
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Appendix V

Appendix VI

Acronyms

Glossary

ASHA

Accredited Social Health Acvist

AWAG

Ahmedabad Women's Acon Group

CAADV

Corporate Alliance against Domesc Violence

CEDAW

Convenon to Eliminate All Forms of Discriminaon against Women

CEHAT

Centre for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes

CIA

Central Intelligence Agency

CORO

Commiee of Resource Organizaons for Literacy

CSR

Centre for Social Research

CSS

Centrally Sponsored Scheme

DIR

Domesc Incident Report

DV

Domesc Violence

ECF

Equal Community Foundaon

GBV

Gender Based Violence

Dowry constutes an ancient custom in India and refers to the payment, either in cash or kind
made by the bride’s family to the bridegroom's family at the me of marriage. This payment
typically includes items such as cash, jewelry, electrical appliances, furniture, bedding, crockery,
utensils and other household items that help the newlywed set up her home. The dowry system
is thought to put great ﬁnancial burden on the bride's family and has been prohibited under the
1961 Dowry Prohibion Act in Indian civil law and subsequently by Secons 304B and 498A of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC).

GEMS

Gender Equality Movement in Schools

Gram Panchayat is a local self-government at the village or small town level in India

ICRW

Internaonal Centre for Research on Women

IDA

Internaonal Development Agency

IMAGE

Intervenon with Microﬁnance for AIDS and Gender Equity

IPC

Indian Penal Code

IT

Informaon Technology

MAVA

Men Against Violence and Abuse

MWCD

Ministry of Women and Child Development

NEN

North-east Network

NFHS

Naonal Family Health Survey

NGO

Non-governmental Organizaon

OAS

Organizaon of American States

PWDVA

Protecon of Women against Domesc Violence Act

RCI-VAW

Resource Centre for Intervenons on Violence Against Women

SHG

Self-help Group

SNEHA

Society for Nutrion, Educaon and Health Acon

TISS

Tata Instute of Social Sciences

UK

United Kingdom

UN

United Naons

UNICEF

United Naons Children's Fund

USAID

United States Agency for Internaonal Development

VAW

Violence against Women

WHO

World Health Organizaon

WPC

Women Power Connect

Accredited Social Health Acvists (ASHAs) are community health workers instuted by the
Government of India's Ministry of Health and Family Welfare as part of the Naonal Rural Health
Mission.
Capacity building is the process of equipping individuals, groups, and communies with the skills
and competencies needed to take on new roles, or to improve their exisng abilies. The term
‘capacity-building’ is oen used when discussing internaonal development as many
internaonal organizaons oen facilitate capacity-building as part of their programming with
local NGOs and beneﬁciaries.

Panchaya Raj is a decentralized form of governance where each village is responsible for its own
aﬀairs, as the foundaon of India's polical system. It is the oldest system of local government in
the Indian subconnent.
The Swadhar Scheme addresses the speciﬁc vulnerability of each group of women in diﬃcult
circumstances through a home-based holisc and integrated approach.
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